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Rec plans Study habits
win OK;
project
on track

S.J. council
pans AIDS
proposition

By Scott G. Hamilton
Daily staff writer
Plans for the 520.1 million Student
Union Recreation and Events Center
Project are moving along as projected.
with ground breaking expected to begin
by the end of September.
Earlier this summer the center’s design was approved by the California
State University board of trustees. The
trustees also approved the campus’ request to sell bonds to finance the project,
said John HiIlyard. CSU chief of auxiliary and business services.
Contractors submitted bids to the
Student Union Board of Directors, who
will manage the center.

By Dan Kier
Daily staff writer
Spurred by the efforts of SJSU Prof. Wiggsy Sivertsen.
the San Jose City Council yesterday became the fifth major
governmental body in California to pass a resolution opposing
Proposition 64. the anti -AIDS measure backed by supporters of
Lyndon LaRouche.
The initiative, which will come before California voters
Nov. 4, would quarantine all Acquired Immune Deficiency
Syndrome patients as well as those with the AIDS virus
Sivertscn, a full-time professor of counseling at San Jose
State University, is the chairwoman of the steering committee
of San Jose’s "Ni, on 64" organization.
Earlier this month the Santa Clara County Board of Supervisors took Siverisens recommendation and unamimously
passed the same resolution.
San Francisco, Los Angeles and San Mateo County previously voted to denounce Proposition 64.
San Jose councilwoman Lu Ryden was expected to be the
sole council member to oppose yesterday’s resolution, because
earlier in the week she abstained from a recommendation on the
issue by the council’s administrative services committee.
However, after receiving new information from the Centers for Disease Control in Atlanta, she joined the rest of the
council in the resolution denouncing the LaRouche measure
The CDC defines AIDS as a communicable disease, but
one that cannot be controlled by quarantine. Ryden said
The council thinks "that the bill is an emotional anemia to
deal with a complex issue." said councilwoman Iola Willian
No supporters of the anti -AIDS measure were present
yesterday’s council meeting.
Information is the key, according to Siveffsen. "What is
really necessary is for the council people to talk to the community. People are frightened by the information the LaRouche
continued on page a
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Although firms were tentatively
chosen, and the contracts will presumably be awarded, the trustees must first
approve the decisions before they become official. said Student Union Director Ron Barrett.
Barrett said the contracts should be
announced this Thursday or Friday.
Construction on projects like this
one usually begins within four weeks
after a contract is awarded, he added.
The estimates that Barrett has received indicate that the center is well
within its maximum budget of $21 million, but a final figure is yet to be determined. Barrett said.
The center, which was approved by.
a 59-percent vote in March 1982, will be
located between Seventh and Ninth
streets just north of San Carlos Street.
The main facility will include a
multi -purpose gymnasium and a 5,500seat sports and events arena.
Thc center is scheduled to be completed in 1988.
An additional aquatics center will
be built at Ninth and San Carlos streets,
across the street from the main facility.
The pool, which will include a wheelchair ramp, is expected to open for student use sometime next year.
Bonds for the Project sold last week
at a "very favorable" 7.65 percent.
and we were very lucky:. Barrett said.
The Chancellor’s Office originally
required that the cash-flow analysis forecast, which was used to estimate the
availability of money throughout the procontinued on page 8

Credit union
seeks federal
authorization

Stacy Paulsen, an undeclared freshman, establishes
her study routine early as she wastes no time starting
in on "Habits of the Heart" for her American Studies

Denise Wendler Daily staff photographer
class. She sits inside a metal sculpture in front of the
Business lower. Paulsen apparently prefers the afternoon sun and sky to the librar, ’s

UPD, National Guard investigate arms cache
By Oscar Guerra
Daily staff writer
Explosives found in a campus bike locker last week
touched off a probe by the University Police Department and
the California National Guard.
Both agencies want to know how 2nd It. Jeffery Todd
Macey, 24, obtained the explosives, used for National Guard
practice exercises, and why the San Jose State University student stored them in a bike locker near the Seventh Street Parking Garage.
Macey, arrested Friday and questioned by a UPD investigator, has bee released pending further investigation by the
university and the Santa Clara County District Attorney’s office on whether to file formal charges against Macey, UPD
Chief Lew Schatz said.

Ex-Royce Hall
resident director
pleads guilty
By Paula Ray Christiansen
Daily staff writer
Former Royce Hall director
Will Koehn, arrested last April on
drug and weapons charges, pleaded
guilty Friday to three felony counts
of weapons poscssion.
Judith Sklar, Santa Clara
County Assistant District Attorney.
said Koehn will face sentencing for
nine of 10 original charges.
The charges have been consolidated into three general counts
which include possession of three
guns by an ex -convict, possession of
a pipe bomb in a university dormitory, and possession of a silencer.

According to Schatz. Macey said during the questioning
that he had collected the ammunition from other guardsmen
under his command and that he was holding the explosives in
the bike locker while he was moving into an apartment He said
he intended to return the explosives to the armory. Schatz said.
"When Macey found out the explosives were found, he
voluntarily came in and talked to us." Schatz said.
"The D. A. is deciding whether the ammunition found can
be defined as explosives, which will make a diffe nce on what
to charge him with," Schatz said.
The practice rounds found Thursday morning by the UPD
do not have the same explosive force of the real combat rounds.
Schatz said.
The National Guard is interested in exactly how the explo-

After Koehn’s lawyer, Crystal
Mormon, was forced to drop his case
due to illness. Public Defender Greg
Shores was assigned to represent
him. Shores refused to comment on
why Kochn chose to plead guilty to
the counts.
Sklar speculated that it was an
effort to reduce his overall sentence.
However, combining of the
counts did not reduce the charges involved and had no effect on the sentencing, she said.
"His total exposure was nine
years and eight months." she explained. "by pleading guilty his
maximum sentence will be six
years."
Total exposure is the length of
time for the original charges against
him.
Sklar said it is common practice
to plead guilty when a large number
of charges are involved because

there is a better chance of having the
overall sentence reduced.
Sklar said that she combined
several of the counts, reducing the
total number from 10 to three because several of the charges were so
closely related.
"There were three gun counts
reduced to one, three silencer counts
reduced to one, and three counts for
pipe bombs."
Sklar said that because Kochn’s
wife Kim is being charged with drug
diversion, the drug charges against
Koehn were dropped.
Koehn is scheduled for sentencing Sept. 17 by Daniel E. Creed,
Santa Clara County Superior Court
judge, nearly a year and a half after
his arrest on April 26, 1985.
Koehn was arrested in Santa
Cruz County for possession of cocaine. He was later transferred to
Santa Clara County where he was

sives were smuggled out iff the armory in ih iii si pIic
An official with National Guard Headquarters in Sacramento said that after ammunition is checked out to individuals,
there is no follow-up to check if all the explosives were actually
used.
"When we give individuals materials, they go out for
sometimes two or three days on exercises," said Maj. Steve
Mensik, public information officer with the National Guard.
"There is no way to tell if all the ammunition is used,"
Mensik said. "No matter how closely we check, someone can
hide, conceal, steal it."
Mensik said. "The Guard is looking closely at this incident, and there is a potential for a court-martial. There is no
question that some action will he taken. ’ ’
charged with possession of weapons
and drugs when a police search of
his dormitory apartment turned up an
M-1 carbine, a semi -automatic .22 caliber assault -type rifle and a .22.
caliber semi -automatic rifle with a
scope.
Since his arrest he has remained
in Santa Clara County jail, unable to
raise the required $75,000 bail.
Kim Koehn, who has been out
on hail since her arrest, will be sentenced at the same time as her husband, hut is eligible for rehabilitation if she has no prior criminal
record. According to superior court
records she will petition for rehabilitation on Oct. 7.
Sklar said there is very little
chance of Koehn serving less than
the maximum sentence of six years
3nd that he has absolutely no eligibility for rehabilitation programs because of his criminal background.

By Amy I., Pahalan
Daily staff writer
Pending federal approval, the university will become the
first in the California State University system to have a student
credit union.
lithe federal government approves the charter for San
Jose State University. the Washington Square Federal Credit
Union would be the third campus in the state to offer credit
union services to students. Student credit unions have already
been established at the University of California at Berkeley and
the University of California at Los Angeles
Organizers say they hope to open the credit union by January. It will be available for all SJSU students and family members, for a one-time $5 per student membership fee.
Proposed functions of the non-profit credit union include
student -oriented savings and checking accounts, a check -cashing service and student loans.
Student organizers of the credit union submitted their
business plans to the National Credit Union Adminisration on
Monday. The NCUA is a regulatory commission which also
serves as an insurance company of credit unions.
Lynette Jose, president of the student credit union, said the
NCUA will most likely approve the proposed plans for the
union, perhaps at the end of September.
I have confidence in our business plans; it really looks
good," low said.
lithe application is turned down, then the NCUA will
work with the organizers to improve the business plan. low
added.
The business plan is a summary report that includes operation details. projected assets, an organization chart, income
statements and balance sheets.
Vice president of operations Kelle Stevens said that the
NCUA will review "our plans on Low we will run (the credit
continued on page I

State approves funding
for Old Science repair
By Scott G. Hamilton
Daily staff writer
The Old Science Building got a new
lease on life earlier this summer when
initial funding was formally approved by
the state Legislature.
After gaining approval by a state
Senate subcommittee last May, the preliminary design money for the building’s
renovation cleared the state Assembly
during this summer’s legislative budget
hearings and was adopted in the state
budget for the this year
’’We have the money for this year
It’s passed and it’s in the governor’s budget," said Facilities Planning Manager
Peggy Asuncion.
The budget allocates $190,000 for

the building’s preliminary design only.
The university’s original request for
$390,000 would have allowed for both
preliminary and working drawings
"What the final budget shows,
maybe it’s a compromise," Asuncion
said, "but we know we have the money
to do so much this year, so were Just
going to do it "
According to Design and Construction Manager Barbara Pluia, the preliminary design assesses departments’ needs
and tentatively assigns space, giving a
basic design for the finished project
The working drawings, which have
been delayed but will eventually follow,
continued on page ti
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Editors Extra
Literary pointers offer little guidance for success
seems every time you turn
/taround someone has written another book telling you how to do
something
A random sampling of bookstore
offerings produced "How to Pass the
S.A.T.," "How to Write a College
Term Paper." "How to Meet Girls
Without Really Trying," and "How
to Get Rich . . QUICK
A scant analysis of these readings yielded little. The books provided little information and seemed to
he a waste of time and money
The hook teaching how to pass
the Scholastic Achievement Test was
farcical. The author, whose name
shall he omitted to prevent defamation of his exaulted character and a
whopping libel suit, based his hook
on a three -fold system.
The first part instructed the test taker to go through the test and answer all the questions they can and
skip over the tough ones. That’s
good. straightforward advice.
But get a load of this - the next
bit of advice suggested all answers
for the tough questions, except "13
and "11," be discarded since the odds
showed they would be incorrect. The
author then suggested the student flip
a coin to choose between the two remaining answers -- coin not included
’How to Write a College Term
Paper’’ proved to be little more than a
reference hook. It showed how to
write an outline, footnotes and bibliography. but said very little about
writing the paper.
The author, whose identity shall
also be kept confidential.utaggestgal
the student first pick a topic that falls
within the boundaries :stablished by
the professor and which also appeal-.
to the studmt.
Frequently. however, the two
are incompatible goals since
most students care little about

problems or at least most of them.
Here are some excerpts from my
new book, "How to Walk on
Water":
How to pass the S.A.T. (or any
multiple-choke test): The whole
business about the coin is ridiculous.
Since there are more than two choices
on any of these exams, and since
there are never more than six questions, use a die to choose between the
given answers.

Carl
Scarbrough
the social ramifications of Hamlet,
much less speculate about thc existence of yet -undiscovered works by
William Shakespeare.
In "How to Meet Girls . . .
the author suggested the perspiring
young man take his hormones to a
church social or attend group lectures
offered through city libraries or finer
universities.
He warned the reader to avoid
singles bars as the unsuspecting
young man is likely to he duped by
some conniving %itien
I gave the get -rich -quick book a
thorough reading and then read it
again. One hundred forty-eight pages
of innuendos and vague references
later, I was no better off.
The only thing I pulled from the
hook was that wealth was a state of
mind, hut it helps to have a gimmick.
With trinkets, the author explained. a
fool and his money soon travel different paths.
Had you purchased all of these
books you would have spent S54.57,
including tax, and gained nothing. I
ant prepared. howeser, to solve your

How to write a college term
paper: In the classified advertisments
in the back of any "Rolling Stone,"
there’s a company listed that’ll sell
you a term paper. Why lose all that
sleep when you’re only to here warded by a snort from the professor
who has to read 2(10 papers’?
How to meet girls: Simple, enroll in one of the university’s aerobics
classes. or don a formal gown and
pledge a sorority. Although the latter
would involve no more physical discomfort, it might cause your friends
to talk about you behind your hack
when you’re at a dance with the Delta
Upsilon boys.
a mere $10, I’ll send you my
For
new book which includes these
tips and many more. Just send
your money order to me, care of this
paper, and I’ll send your book just as
soon as I get back from Mexico.
About
the
get -rich -quick
part . . . If you still don’t understand, read this column again. If that
fails, an explanation costs 510 extra.
Carl Scarbrough is the news
editor. He was last seen laughing
and smiling roitside a Swiss hank.
Editors’ Extra is an open forum for
editors who will appear on a rotating basis on Tuesdays and Thursdays.
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The Spartan Daily encourages readers to write
letters, This is a page that gives you an opportunity to air
your views on important issues.
Deliver them to the second floor of Dwight Bente!
Hall, Room 208, or to the Student Union Information
Center.
Letters must bear the writer’s name, major, phone
number and class standing. Anonymous letters and
phone numbers will not be printed.
The Spartan Daily reserves the right to edit all
letters for libel and length.
Opinions appearing on the forum page are those of
the individual writer.
Editorials appearing on this page are the opinions
of the editorial board of the Daily.

Pain and suffering should not be public matter
Although it might make tor more elining stories. grief
should not he a public commodity Grief should be private and
personal and should not he exploited for the sake of a good
Dews story
Television and newspapers seem to make a point of bombarding us to death with scenes of unguarded human enogion
that should have never been displayed to the public at all.
The most recent example of this is the way the media co, ered the slaying of 14 postal employees in Oklahoma last week
Surviving workers and their families were approached shortly
after this horrifying incident and asked to tell the press hoo
they felt. It’s not too difficult to imagine how one might feel
after witnessing your friends get blown away and barely escaping with your own life.
Newspapers gave horrifying accounts ol the bloodshed
and violence involved with the shooting. They interviewed survivors who described how their friends flew into the air upon
impact and how they painfully watched their close friends and
co-workers get slain hy a madman.
Reporters were at the hospital waiting with family members to find out who lived though the ordeal. Cameras were on
hand to record the pain and suffering these people were even coring when they learned their loved one died. There were people who were so upset that they could not even speak. And yet,
the cameras kept rolling
This type of news coverage is callous and should he discouraged. Printing a picture of a woman whose husband has
just been murdered might sell papers, but it does not say too
much for the integrity of the newspaper

Another example of this was the gross overexposure to the
space shuttle Challenger explosion. Watching the shuttle explode a dozen times on television was not a pleasant experience.
It hardly seemed necessary to show the faces of Christa
McAulliffe’s parents over and over again as they watched their
daughter perish with six other crew members. They should
have been left to experience their loss in private, without millions of Americans watching them.
Some might argue that by showing people going though
tragic times, the public can sympathize with these people. But
what if the people involved don’t want their grief splattered all
over the television and newspaper? Don’t they deserve to have
their privacy respected’?
When legitimate newspapers and television networks
jump on the "Enquirer" bandwagon, they cheapen their re-

The Hamm Files

Letter Policy

porting respectability. They appear as though they don’t care
for the tragedy -stricken people, but only for the dollars the
story will bring in.
Somewhere along the line, it became popular to make Celebrities out of victims of tragedy. This type of news coverage
is bound to sell better than dramas on television because these
aren’t just actors pretending to be sad and upset, these are real
people with real feelings.
This is an attempt to make the tragedy hit closer to home.
The media wants us to identify with these people and to feel
sorry for them so we will keep ourselves glued to our television
screens to watch the drama unfold.
But overexposing grief only makes it more commonplace.
We look at the television or newspaper and think,"Oh. there
goes another child who just lost his father," or another family
whose house just burned down or another retired couple whose
mobile home in Alabama floated away in a flood.
Wc begin to not even care for these people because nothing is new to us. We’ve seen it or heard it all before. Crying
widows and children begin to get old.
The evening news is beginning to look like an extension of
a soap opera. It’s fine to tell the public that a tragedy has occurred and to give the details but not to the extent that they exploit thc people involved.
The news media should wait until a person has time to
compose themselves before photographing them. They should
also get their permission first instead of just sticking a microphone or camera in their faces. Most of us know what crying
and distraught people look like. We don’t need lobe reminded
every time we watch the news.

Andrew F.
Hamm
4.

Growing pains
it it is going to he a major
SJSLi must soon decide
university offering a wider range of services and
courses associated with a full -service university, or
revert back to a smaller, more specialized school.
As it now stands, no one -- students, businesses,
o,osible benefactors or the surrounding communities
know how to treat SJSU as it is now, ins state of limbo
between beer* a big university and a smaller commuter
college.
!
What the university decides in three major areas
television, sports and living quarters will show which
direction this university will he traveling as it heads for
the 20th century.
GillCable in San Jose has been offering the university a cable station on the condition that it be able to come
up with enough material to fill 33 percent of the air time.
A memo by Charles Chess of the Theatre Arts Department. dated Oct. 31. to the TV Cable Coordinating
Committee, a one-time group formed to study the ideal,
stated that start-up costs alone would cost at least
5200.0(10. A new telcvison studio has been proposed for
Dwight Rental Hall that would be the new headquarters
for the cable station. The studio would cost an additional
$100,000.
Betty Benson, Instructional Television Fixed Service Coordinator, said the cable channel could be turn into
a citywide classroom for San Jose and the surrounding
communities.
SJSU currently has a weekly news program on channel 54 and a closed-circuit classroom program at four locations in the South Bay. These will all become small potatoes if the cable channel is accepted.
The main problem with the cable channel is money,
or rather a reluctance to use scarce funds on such a revolutionary project.
Yet several administrators have noted an undercurrent against the proposal, the chief concern being precisely that the school would he growing too fast, or too
big.
Most of the junior colleges in the Bay Area arc using
cable TV as a ways of reaching more students. So far,
none of the California State University campuses arc
using cable.
It stands to reason that the first CSU school to obtain
.1 cable station will make quite a name for itself. Unfonunely. SJSU will not be the first according to Chess and
other officials in administration, who wished not to be
named.

Another

problem SJSU has to solve is it’s image Js
a commuter school.
The general lack of a single school identity
can be traced to the large amount of students that travel
from as far away as Santa Cniz to come to class.
One possible solution is for SJSU to start buying up
the apartment houses and other hoarding rooms around
SJSU in the downtown area and renting them outlet students.
More dormitories arc going to be needed as long as
the university continues to expand.
The university must act now if it wants to obtain
more housing for students in the future. Making this area
feel more like a college community now is within SJSU’s
grasp of becoming a major university. This is essential if
it plans to be successful.
Affordable housing, sponsored by the university.
will go a long way toward that goal.
rejuvenation of the university’s sports program
The
should he one the major tools of the university’s
administration bringing about school spirit.
Besides being a major source of revenue, a successful football, basketball and volleyball program can unite
a campus and bring national recognition to the university.
But the teams must be competitive and there must be
fans in attendance.
With an enlarged college community and a cable TV
channel giving SJSU a higher profile in the community,
getting more students, alumni and others in the community to attend the games should become less of a problem.
It all feeds on itself. SJSU could become one of the
largest universities in California.
The decisons on these issues will go a long way toward showing what direction SJSU intends to go.
Andrew F. Hamm is the forum editor. The
Hamm Files will appear every Wednesday.
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TV actor
Companies seek rights
Ted Knight
to family drug story
dead at 62
LOS ANGELES (AP) Actor led
Knight, who won two Emmy awards for
his portrayal of pompous and dimwitted
newscaster Ted Baxter on "The Mary
Tyler Moore Show," died Tuesday, a
spokesman said.
Knight. 62, who also starred in
"Too Close for Comfort," died at 1:17
p.m. at his Pacific Palisades home with
his wife and three children at his side,
said Sol Leon, Knight’s agent.
The actor died of cancer, said
Knight spokeswoman Vanita Cillo.
"He had been ill a relatively short
period of time," Leon said. "After he
had the operation, he seemed to be in
very good shape. When the situation
changed. I’m not quite sure."
Private funeral services for family
and friends will be held Friday at 11 a.m.
at Forest Lawn, Glendale, Cillo said.
Knight is survived by his wife of more
than 30 years. Dorothy, who is director
and treasurer of the Price-Pattenger Nutrition Foundation, and three children:
Ted Jr., Elyse and Eric.
Knight, who was born Tadewurz.
Wladzui Konopka in Terryville, Conn.,
was hospitalized last year for removal of
a cancerous growth in his urinary tract.
Earlier this month, he returned to the
hospital for treatment of complications
from that surgery.

State support
to companies
may be cut
SACRAMENTO (AP) A biparti san plan that would gradually cut oft
more than $10 billion in state investments in companies doing business in
racist South Africa easily passed the Senate Monday, despite warnings that it
could hurt government pension funds.
Thc measure, which one supporter
called a "bold attempt" to bring an end
to apartheid, cleared the upper house on
a 27-1 I vote, leaving it one step from the
governor’s desk. It now goes to the Assembly for a vote later this week on Senate amendments.
The bill. AB 134 by Assemblywoman Maxine Waters. D-Los Angeles,
was revised and broadened following negotiations between Republican Gov.
George Deukmejian and the Legislature’s Democratic leaders.
Deukmejian vetoed a similar bill
carried by Waters in 1985, but this year,
in a sudden election -year reversal, he agreed to support a divestment measure.
As now drafted. Waters’ proposal
would, starting Jan. I. 1987. bar state
pension funds from making new investments or renewing existing investment,
in companies doing business in South
Africa or with the South African government.
It would also bar the state from depositing money in financial institutions
that, after Jan. I, 1987, make or increase
loans or other forms of credit to the
South African government.
And it would require state pension
funds, between Jan. I, 1988 and Jan. I,
1991, to gradually sell off their investments in companies doing business in
South Africa. The funds would sell off
one-third of their South African -related
holdings per year until gone.
A Waters aide said the bill would
force divestment of about $10.6 billion
worth of holdings.
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TUSTIN (AP)
Thin> companies are seeking rights to the story of
a 13 -year-old girl who turned in her
parents for alleged drug abuse and
then was reunited with them, the
girl’s lawyer said Tuesday.
"We’re still collecting proposals," attorney Susan O’Brien said.
"We’re taking this slowly. The family needs to get back on its feet.
When that happens we’ll give some
serious thought to the offers."
After listening to an off-duty
sheriffs deputy lecture on the dangers of drugs. Deanna Young turned
in parents Bobby Dale Young. 49.
and Judith Ann Young, 37, on Aug.
13, along with a trash bag police said
contained $2,800 worth of cocaine,
plus marijuana, pills and assorted
paraphernalia.
Deanna O’Brien said she’d received "30 phone calls from 30 different companies" seeking rights to
the story.
"None of them want to give me
a written proposal. because I think
they want to meet with us first," she
said. "I’m too busy right at the moment to meet with them. I say. ’Send

me a proposal.’ Maybe It’s in the
mail. I don’t know."
The companies have included
Lorimar. Dick Clark Productions,
Columbia Pictures. Viacom and dozens of others, she said.
In any ease, she said. "I can’t
let them MCCI with the child at this
point. The family is still trying to re
group and get lite back to normal. I
don’t think its V.v.: now to have the
child meet ta ith a production company, and I think they (the prixluccro
understand that
reunited l’hursday
The
after agreeing not to discuss the case
among thenisel% es. since Deanna is
the key witness in the case against her
parents. They are continuing their
struggle to avoid reporters. who
Deanna O’Brien said have been
knocking on their door.
She said the parents hold no hostility toward the child for turning
them in. and are seeking help. "We
gave them referrals to counselors Friday.’’ she said.
Arraignment for the parents is
set Sept 23 ,sit felony drug -possession chal

Thousands flee deadly gases;
officials claim 1,200 are dead
YAOUNDE. Cameroon I AP) Gas spewing from a volcanic lake in
northwestern Cameroon killed at least
1.200 people and more victims may be
found, President Paul Biya said Monday.
Georges
Minister
Information
Ngango earlier told reporters that military reports Inini the scene spoke of a
death toll of at least 23881
"The result of the disaster so far is
about 1,200 dead." Hiya told a news
conference in the capital of this tropical
West African nation. But he said Ow casualty figures were not complete
lie said between 200 and 3(81 people injured by the fumes were being
treated in hospitals and unity teams were
still searching the four-square-mile disaster area for more victims from the disaster that started Friday.
"Wind blew toxic gases over the
villages and this is what brought death to
the people," Biya said.
Ngango, the information minister.
said earlier that many villagers fled the
toxic gases, while others were evacuated
from a is ide region around Lake Nios.
about 200 miles northwest of Yaounde
Rep ii on the scale of the disaster
coincided w ith the arrival Monday ol Israch Prink: Minister Shimon Peres, who
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FlightBank7 You’ll receive a membership card and number
that will allow you to get 10% off Continental and New York
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the ground, killing the villagers before
they knew it.
Cameroon is a California-sized oilproducing nation with 9.2 million people
and 24 major languages.
"The explosion in the lake occurred
at night when people were sleeping,"
Hiya said. "Some heard the noise but did
not realize poisonous fumes were released." He did not elaborate on the nature of the explosion, which apparently
was a volcano-like geological phenomenon, and he did not say what kind of poison gas was released.
Biya. who toured the disaster site
on Sunday, said he had been told the
t011ic gas had subsided. "Still, we have
to be careful . ’
Joseph Mokassa, top staff aide to
the provincial governor in Bamenda said
by telephone he saw many dead but did
not have precise figures.
"I went there on Saturday and it
was such a frightful sight because so
many people had lost their lives," he
said.
Biya said that Cameroon needed international assistencc to cope with the
catastrophe and that Israel, France, the
United States and West Germany had offered aid.
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expected to announce a resumption
of diplomatic relations between the two
countries. It was the first official visit to
black Africa by an Israeli prime minister
in more than 20 years.
Peres brought with him a 17 -member Israeli medical team to assist local
authorities. and France sent a team of
doctors and chemical specialists The
Cameroon gilvernment appealed for
more international aid.
President Paul Iliya ordered that the
dead he buried immediately to head off
the spread of disease.
Officials said the nearest large settlement, the town of Wum with about
10.000 residents, was being evacuated.
A guts eminent announcement Sunday- night said the killer gas was hydrogen sulfide. but volcanic experts questioned the analysis.
Haroun Tazieff. France’s pre-eminent vulcanologist, was quoted by the
French press as saying hydrogen sulfide
is light enough to dissipate quickly and
has such a strong odor that people would
be alerted and nee.
tazieff said it was much more
likely that a large quantity of colorless,
odorless carbon monoxide, released
from beneath the lake’s surface, hugged
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Spartan Shops divests from BofA,
transfers accounts to ’clean bank’
By And Bird
Daily staff wise’
Following an earlier decision, Spartan Shops this summer divested its commercial accounts from Bank of America
and moved them to another hank
During an April meeting, the Spartan Shops board of directors decided to
divest its commercial accounts from
Bank of America because the bank’s parent corporation. BankAmerica, still had
business tics with South Africa.
The accounts, in which Spartan
Shops usually keeps between StS0,(l0()
and SI 00.000, are used for checking and
payroll.
The hoard placed its money in Central Bank because it offered comparable
services, and because the hank was on a
"clean list" presented by the Mandela
Coalition, an anti-apartheid group. The
coalition pressured the board to divest
For a year."
"Clean banks" have no business
ties in South Africa. BankAmerica officials said it is now "clean."
The switch to Central Hank was
completed July I, said FA ’Lam. Spartan
Shops general manager, who in April
recommended the action to the hoard

Since the decision to divest, BankAmerica has changed its policy and has
severed all tics with South Africa, said
Peter Magnani, BankAmerica’s public
relations officer.
BankAmerica has publicly opposed
apartheid since 1978, Magnani said. He
said the corporation stopped making
loans to the government of South Africa
in 1980, and to government -owned corporations in 1983.
He said the company recently
stopped lending money to the private
sector of South Africa. and other than
outstanding loans, has discontinued
doing business with all sectors.
"Our policy has changed over the
years," he said. "We are not going to
lend there as long as there is apartheid."
No South African loans were made
for a year prior to the board’s divestment
decision. Magnani said.
"But because we did not remove
the private sector from our eligibility list.
the Mandela Coalition considered us an
unclean bank," he said.
While the loss of business to the
hank was a factor in the decision, the primary reason BankAmerica stopped all

lending to South Africa was one of economics, Magnani said.
According to Magnum, the South
African government suspended all foreign loan payments during an economic
crisis last year. He said BankAmerica
still has about $250,000 less than I
percent of its total foreign loan portfolio
-- outstanding in South Africa, but has
not collected payments since 1985.
Bank of America has sent memos
explaining the new policy to all customers, including those who have divested,
according to Magnani. He said because
BankAmerica’s policy change received
nationwide media attention, there is no
plan for a public relations campaign to
lure those customers back.
"But we’d like to see them back,"
he said. "Like our ads say, we want the
job."
Spartan Shops received a BankAmerica memo about the new policy, said
general manager Zara, but there is no
plan to switch hack.
"As for our commercial accounts,
we are not interested," he said, "but we would consider cash investments in the
future."

Missing student’s family keeps hope
By Frank Michael Russell
Daily stall writer
The family of missing SJSU student
Anne Marie Courtney has not lost hope
in its efforts to find her, although San
Jose police report no new developments.
Courtney, missing for I() months,
was last seen Oct. 25, 1985, hiking alone
on a trail in Pfeiffer Big Sur State Park,
about 30 miles south of Monterey-.
"We’ve had absolutely no leads
nothing," said Courtney’s sister Mary
Courtney Smith of Rochester, Mich..
near Detroit.
The family has spent "thousands of
dollars" on printing, private detective
and attorney fees to find the part-time
SJSU biology major, she said.
San Jose Police Department detective Tom Jensen. of the missing persons
unit, said the disappearance continues to
be a priority case. "There have been
possible sightings, but nothing concrete.
The Monterey County Sheriffs Department was notified Nov. II, after
Courtney had been missing for two
weeks. The department combed campgrounds and trails in the area before calling off its search Nov. 20.
Courtney’s brothers David. Dan.
Brian and Hugh and her brother-in-law,
Jeff Smith, continued the search over
Thanksgiving weekend. They were as’

search indefinitely, Courtney’s sister
said. "I don’t think one has a choice,"
she said. "We will continue even if there
is the most remote chance.’’
Smith said she has sent out thousands of posters, which have been distributed by amateur radio clubs throughout California. No family members have
been in the state, however, to physically
continue the search. She said she printed
a new set of posters on Aug. 18.
The search has been expensive.
Smith said, but the family is not concerned about the cost, "Thank God our
family is in a position to be able to afford

Ann Marie Courtney
. . . still missing
sisted by Air Force volunteers from
nearby Fort Ord Army Base.
The family members returned to
Detroit after the search turned up no
clues.
David and Hugh Courtney resumed
their search over the New Year’s holiday, finding two injured teen-age hikers
who had fallen 2(11) feet on a trail called
"Bad Gulch."
The family plans to continue as

Jensen said there have been no concrete leads in the case. Even so, he said
he continues to investigate leads as they
come in, unless he is working on an
emergency case.
The department receives 10 to 15
missing person reports a day, he said,
some requiring immediate attention due
to very young or old people involved, or
the possibility of foul play. The majority
of missing adults are usually located
soon after they are reported missing, he
said.
San Jose police remain in touch
with the Monterey County Sheriffs Department, Jensen said. Both foul play
and a possible accident have been suspected in the case

Traffic could stall San Carlos closure
By Frank Michael Russell
Daily staff enter
Traffic concerns remain the most
important roadblock in the city’s approval of the university’s proposal to
close East San Carlos Street.
Traffic impacts remain key to
neighborhood opposition to the project, said Vice Mayor Susan Hammer,
councilwoman for district 3.
"The traffic is going to have to
go somewhere," Hammer said.
The San Jose Planning Commission will consider the proposal at its
meeting Oct. IS. The commission will
recommend whether the street should
be redesignated a "neighborhood
street" rather than a "major collector,- the first step toward closure.
After the recommendation, the
city council will have final approval of
the proposal at a general plan review
meeting Nov. 20.
Last year. the council deferred a
decision to this year’s general plan review.
Overall, the city is against closing
streets. said Farhad Iranitalab, city engineer with the Department of Public
Works.
Closing the street, which carries
8,000 to 10,000 vehicles a day, would
affect nearby thoroughfares including
San Fernando, Santa Clara, San Salvador, William and Reed streets, he said.
"There will be a slight deterioration of service on some links," said
Dave Elliot, chairman of the Department of Communications Studies, appointed by President Gail Fullerton to
coordinate the San Carlos Street project. "The overall effect will be quite
nominal."
Elliot said that traffic in the area
east of campus would be slightly improved, as would southbound traffic

San Carlos4i.
Street
on Seventh and 10th streets.
Overall, he said, there are enough
alternative routes for access to downtown that the project would have no
significant impact on congestion in the
area.
He said his conclusions were
based on data derived from the transportation modeling computer program
TRANPLAN, thm city’s principal
planning instrument for traffic.
The model projected traffic conditions to the year 2020 and assumed
completion of building projects currently planned for the downtown area,
Other city concerns included access for emergency vehicles and the
effects on Santa Clara County Transit
buss lines on the street, Elliot said.
"We have worked out a very
comprehensive internal access and circulation plan," he said.
Fire department vehicles were
brought on campus over the summer to
determine accessibility to university
buildings in case of an emergency,
Eliot said.
The university has also been in
contact with the Santa Clara County
Transportation Agency, Eliot said.
While the agency was not yet
willing to commit to definite rerouting
of transit lines that run along San Carlos Street, options include moving
lines to either San Fernando or San
Salvador streets or running buses one
way down each street, spreading the
impact.
The city planning commission

staff, Nina said, consider the concern
adequately addressed.
Iranitalab said the university has
turned in all necessary documents for
the review.
The general plan is a detailed description of land -use policy throughout
the city. General plan amendments are
considered by the planning commission and the city council every year in
the fall.
Hammer declined to give an opinion whether the proposal will have the
support of the council. "It’s premature
to speculate," she said.
Nonetheless, Elliot said he was
pleased at the level of progress made
on the proposal.
Eliot said he has received a letter
from planning commission staff stating that the data the university has submitted has adequately addressed the
city’s three major concerns.
There are now three key dates in
the university’s effort for approval of
the proposal:
Sept. II. Representatives for
the university will be present at a
neighborhood meeting at Peter Burnen
Middle School, 850 N. Second Si, to
discuss the San Carlos Street proposal,
Elliot said. Other general plan amendment proposals will also be discussed
at the 7 p.m. meeting.
Oct. IS. The San Jose Planning
Commission meets to consider transportation and land use amendments to
the general plan in District 3 and other
city neighborhoods. The commission
will vote to either recommend or not
recommend approval of the university
proposal at the 7 p.m. meeting at San
Jose City Hall, 801 N. First St.
Nov. 20. The city council
meets to approve or deny the university’s request to downgrade the street.

Duke announces opposition to Bird
Justices Grodin and Reynoso are also targeted for defeat
SACRAMENTO (AP)
Gov.
George Deukmejian has made official
what he has been hinting all year he
opposes the confirmation to the California Supreme Court of Justices Joseph
Grodin and Cruz Reynoso.
The Republican governor has been
among the most vocal leaders of the
campaign against the confirmation of
Chief Justice Rose Bird, and has sharply
criticized decisions by Grodin and Rey -

now. But until Monday. Deukmejian tees to the court. Malcolm Lucas and Edhad always stopped short of calling for ward Panclli.
the ouster of the other two appointees of
The seventh member of the court,
his Democratic predecessor, Gov. Jerry Justice Allen Broussard, another Brown
Brown.
appointee, is not up for confirmation this
In a written statement, Deukmejian year.
also formally announced that he would
"A thorough review of the opinions
vote in the Nov. 4 general election for
the confirmation of Justice Stanley and votes cast by Justices Bird, Grodin
Mask, the one remaining appointee on and Reynoso on death penalty cases indithe high court of Gov. Pat Brown, and cates a lack of impartiality and objectivfor the confirmation of his two appoin- ity," Deukmejian said.
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Administration fills posts over summer
actor Manuel Intunta
Daily start writer
Jim Bryant. new Human Performance Department chairman, said he
hopes to continue to add international
flavor to his department’s faculty.
"San Jose Stale has an excellent
reputation nationally. and I would like to
see us also have an international blend."
he said
Bryant noted several professors in
his department who have done work
Overseas.
"I think it simply enhances the department as a quality pan of the institution, and it enhances the university in the
same way.’’ he said.
Bryant has traveled in both England
and has studied and taught in Australia.
He spent son.: time at Wimbledon this
summer doing some research on the tennis event.
Along with traveling. Bryant also
has published four books on tennis and
racquetball.
Previously. Bryant served as a professor and chair of the department ot
physical education and recreation at Metropolitan State College in Colorado for
17 years.
The challenge of running a larger
department is among the reasons Bryant
said he made it to SJSU.
"The challenge of having the opportunity to work in an administraine
capacity with a graduate program was a
big reason.’’ he said.
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’Professionally, this department is
going in the right direction !lest an excellent department I simply want to help
it grow,’’ Bryant said.
Maintaining quality education while
enrollment numbers rise in the school of
education is of primary concern to Jack
I.. Nelson, the school’s new dean.
Nelson was named dean on Aug. I
He said enrollment has been rising
in the last two years and balancing
growth with a quality education is his
main concern.
"Our difficulty. I think, is going to
be how to control growth in order to he
sure that we’re getting high quality students, faculty and programs," Nelson
said
Nelson said he is weary of the priomcs society places on the educational
system.
"So long as the society views teaching and education as a drain on the taxpayer instead of as an investment in the
future of society, we’re going to have serious problems with providing the kind
of support (education) could include."
he said.
Nelson was professor for the graduate school at Rutgers University’ in,New
Jersey prior to coming to SJSI.J. He also
served as director of Rutgers Center for
Social hdocatitm and as chinrnian of the
science and humanities education department.
Nelson also is a contributor and editor to many scholarly journals and has
served as a member of the Webster’s
Dictionary advisory council since 1971.
Nelson was also a founding member
of the Center for International Security
and Conflict Studies at State University
of New York at Buffalo.
According to the nen facilities and
operations director, overseeing the construction of both the new Engineering
Building and the Rec Center will be the
two major project, his office will undertake.
Mohammad Qayoumi
Mohammad I lumayon Qayoumi,
es,)t wive v ice president for facilities development and operations, who assumed
the position over the summer, said he
would focus much of his energy on keeping the campus community aware of the
ongoing construction
"One ot he things we’rc ti-sine

Tax revisions may lead
to economic difficulties
\l \A A DKIS 1API
the liseal
and niiinetary balance that helped produce the big expansion of the past four
years conceivably could he thrown out of
whack by the planned tax overhaul.
The two policies. the biggest engines of economic management, may not
run in direct opposition to each other as a
result of tax changes, hut there are mdications they might not he as mutually
supportive as in the past.
The most obvious evidence of con
Ilict is found in the Federal Resent)...
(monetary I policy of pushing interest
late% lower to spur economic activity.
while (’(ingress seeks to reduce the tax
benefits of capital spending and debt.
As proposed by Congress, tax overhaul would eliminate the tax credit for
business investment while also slowing
the rate at which expenditures for plant
and equipment can Ise depreciated on
corporate income tax return,.
Both benefits base been defended
as needed 10 encourage business spending, and they have been credited in the
past with spurring productive economic
actisity . and with helping to make Amerlean manufacturers more competitive.
The expected reduction of these
benefits also come, at time when U.S.
factories are %taking at a depressed level
of only 78 peicent of capacity and the
economy is skirting the edge of recession.
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motivated the recleial Resets,:
week to loner the federal discount rate.
or the rate it charges member financial
institutions tor loans It is assumed that a
lower rate spurs CC011iMIK. activit
The tax re, sit in legislation to he
voted on by Congress would also reduce
the tax benefits ot personal debt. since II
would disallow Illtert,1
t tons on
hOITOWed 1110114.!%
titer
than that tor
home mortgages
While nen , oh i/ed. such personal debt has played an enormous role
in the economic expansion that began
late in lot(2. and ss Inch the government
hopes to prolong by making it less expensive tor consumers to borrow
While no signals are clear, the tax
legislation would appear to discourage
spending through such vehicles a, credit
cards and retail installment plans, although it would loner taxes in general
and leave buyers with more cash
Economists now are debating how
the economy can move out of the stagnancy in which it seems to he enveloped.
The Mg question appear, to he whether
consumers or producers will lead the
way in producing more vigorous activity.
Through its administration of monetary policy. the Federal Resenie hopes to
create more acti in in both areas simultaneously . twit in the eyes of some critics. Congress’ tart hill would appear to
,tinter bit -si1
...)i ii it
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Fred Sprint

Jack Nelson
do is meet with different groups in the
university and inform them about the
construction sites and the inipact they’re
going to have on the university ."
Qayoumi said.
Qayoumi said he hopes keeping everyone informed will diminish the problems that construction can cause.
"We’re going to try to make information available so that people can know
what is going on. what areas we’ll he
working on. how long the work will go
on, and n hat areas will be closed," said
Qayounii
Qayoumi also will be in charge of
facilities development and space allocation.
Qayoumi spent the last seven years
at the University of Cincinnati as their
4r,eopr,of.uniities and. eaginecring..,He
has a Ph .D. in do:tie:II and computer engineering. as well as a M.B.A. in finance.).
’1 believe an administrator should
have, in general, the technical background for the area he or she is operating.’ ’ he said.

for an Emmy :ward hs the National Academy of Tele% usual Sciences in 1)47h
The idea tor the series came out of
Baran’s college days %%hen he did a lot of
work with the mentally disabled. He said
that once he became a professor he felt
television would be a good vehicle for
reaching the mentally handicapped.
"I felt telex ision would he a good
way to educate, entertain and inform the
mentally retarded population." Baran
said.
Baran said he has no eurrent plans
for any other protects in tele, ision. hut
said he will continue his academic work
along w ith his admmistrative duties

He took the position on June h
Small. who has been J1.111111,111
the departnwnt before rcpt.....
Okerlund, who was nanied
Vice President.
Spratt is an ads ’miry hoard inenihei
of the San Jose Institute 01 0,111011p,
rary Art and San Jose Art League Ilt.
also serves on the board of directors o:
the Arts Council of Santa Clara Count,
lie said he woukt like to coffin].
foster the relationship between the I
versity and the community
" Ihe University is so losely irite
grated into the cultural Me ot San Jose
its a very symbiotic relationship
and I want to further that... Sprat’ said
Fred Sprats
In addition to his paintings and
After An years as a member of the
Art Department !acuity . Prof Fred It sculpture. Sprait has been very involved
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Service 44 our Major

Stanley Baran
Stanley J. Baran, named new chairman of the Theatre Arts Department:
said upgrading the department’s facilities
will he one of his priorities.
"If we’re going to give our kids as
close as possible a professional experience while in school," Baran said. "we
have to come up to somewhat more pro
fessional standards.’’
Baran has been a protessor in the
department of radio, television and film
at the University of Texas at Austin,
where he published three books on the
effects of television on society and on soial itation
Baran said one of his most rewarding projects was working as executive
producer of a four-part series on the
mentally disabled. The series. called
**Some Other People. ’

Even today, there are still a few students
who don’t have an HP calculator.
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Aerobics

Color Analysts

CPR
Dance Aerobics
First Aid
Horseback Riding
Sailing
Trivial Pursuit Tourney
Walk For Fitness
Water Fitness
Wardrobe Coordination
Windsurfing

TRIPS & TOURS
s.F.Exploratorium
Bird Watcning/Nature

Burning the midnight
oil may be necessary.
Burning the 2:00or 3:00
’ ’I.:I:. ’’’’’’ ::"...7.
or 4:00 AM oil is absurd.
kspeeiall when an HP calculator can get the
Answers you want in time to get a good night’s
sleep.
For instance, our HP-15C Professional Scientific Calculator
has more built-in advanced math and statistical power than any
other calculator. Our HP-4I Advanced Scientific Calculators have
even more potential.
1
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CALL 277-2858 FOR MORE INFO
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That’s because there are better than 25(X) software packages
available for them more than for any other calculator.
There’s even a special plug-in software package (we call it the
Advantage Module) that’s designed to handle the specific problems
an engineering student has to solve in his, or her, course work.
No wonder professionals in engineering and the physical sciences
widely regard HP calculators as the best you can get.
So check one out. Then, when your mother calls to ask if you’re
getting enough sleep. you won’t have to lie.
By the way, if you want more information. nisi cive us a call
at 800-FOR-I WPC. Ask for Dept.658C fr4,71 HEWLETT
ILYA PACKAPID
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President requests
staff involvement

April Swift Daily
SJSU President Gail Fullerton displays slides of artists’ renderings at
the Engineering Building once the renovation is completed. Fullerton

staff photographer

presented the drawings during her Monday welcoming. address.
S.dOHS
1 :1390d Construction on the building is scheduled to begin this fall.

Anti -sex league premieres in Long Beach
By Sue Kiyahu
Daily staff writer
Sex is a waste ill time.
At least that seems to he the consensus of a group of college students from
California State Um% ersoy at Long
Beach Accordingly , they hey,: started
an organimtion against sesual relations
called the Anti -sex league
SJSU students, however, have not
expressed ens interest in starting a chapter. said James Cellini, student program
and development specialist at SJSU
Jeff McCann. the Long Beach
leader of the group, said he’d welcome
questions from those who are serious
about the organitation.
"A lot of people think this is a joke.
that we aren’t serious.- McCann said.
"But I don’t care v. hat people think. I
think sex is a tad, and it won’t last "
McCann. a 29-year-old journalism
major, has recently achieved fame by
publicizing his belief that sexual relations in the 1980% aren’t what they’re
cracked up to be.
’Sex does not bring the happiness
it’s supposed to,’’ McCann said. "There
seems to be so many things in today’s society that emphasim that kind of sexual
conditioning. The league wants people to
be :mere of what’s happening around
them
Fhe only membership requirement
for the league, which currently consists
of "about 20 members," is to "he
against sex." Hugging and kissing. it
absolutely necessary, is okay.
Ile emphasited that members of the

league were not celibate, because being
celibate means they are still looking fur
sex.
"People who are still looking for
sex maybe have had a had experience
maybe been burned once." McCann
said "But they are still looking so it’s
temporary We don’t believe in sex.’
51,-Cann. who abstains completels
from see. admits some members cheat
on the theme of the organizat ton
"A lot of people joined the leaguel
because of the media attention. We did a
lot of radio shows and people were interested in being a part of that, hut they
weren’t interested in (the aim oft the
league." McCann said.
McCann has appeared on "People
are Talking" in San Fransciso. has been
mentioned in Penthouse magazine and
has represented the league in numerous
new-paper articles around the nation
"It’s great to get the mcssege out
effectively, because of the feedback."
McCann said.
He said he received approximately
100 phone calls and letters after appearing on the "People ere Talking"
show and not one of them was negative.
"About 90 of thou were from
women, say mg that they thought it was
great. No one said I was a nut McCann
said.
He said the league’s message reflects a sociological " statement about
people’s hypocracy toward sex ’ He
said people were not sincere ahout dating
and most have an inability to recognize
what they want from dating
he said

namely . seS
A reponer froiii taint: Beach State’s
For those %OW can admit that all Daily 49er said McCann was in the paper
they V.:1111 Is sex. McCann contends it every day for at least two weeks during
shows \A hill pour attitude.
that period.
" Who cares Let’s use and abuse
lie is a drummer in a band called
people Nat’s their attitude It’s sick
"Satan’s Cheerleaders." which only
McCann said. "People dismiss the plays instrumentals. According to the
league as anything serious because it Mercury News article. McCann tells the
reaffirms their lifestyles. Where do our audience in between mings not to go to
sex drives come from? It doesn’t take a rock clubs, beeeuse they only go to get
genious to figure out that it’s condi- drunk and take someone home.
tioned.
"I Wall/ people to skip and think
The league made its debut Noy.. Is that maybe sex isn’t making them happy,
in an issue which is quite legendary that maybe that isn’t what they really
mound the Long Beach State campus. want." McCann said.
according to the Mercury News article.
The future of the Anti -sex League is
The cover of Long Beach State’s under- dependent upon the coming semester. Its
ground newspaper. The Union (McCann numbers in membership dwindled during
was editor) depicted numerous sexual the summer approximately 30 people on
positions to compliment the editorial the Long Beach Campus.
McCann wrote titled. "How to be a
McCann said he plans to base an
Born -Again Virgin,’ ’concerning the for- Anti -sex week during the upcoming fat
mation of the Anti -sex League.
semester and will try I., get the league
McCann said love has nothing to do better recognition.
with sex and added he intends to abstain
from sex - forever. He said it’s not
worth doing any other way
Put Your Ad
McCann is famous at Long Beach
State for his estrentist views He ran for
in this Spot!
academic senate in the spring on the platform ’’We don’t care " He said his attempt at a political office was entirely
separate from his affiliation with the
Anti -sex league.

277-3171

MS ANGELES (API - Leaders
of two medical groups want their memher% to insist that government inspectors
tell doctors when potentially deadly Listeria bacteria are found in food
Early notification of such contamination would help doctors diagnose and
treat victims of listeriosts before they become seriouslyill or die, said officers of
the leis Angeles and Orange county
medical asmc iat ions
They said they beeame concerned
after learning that state and federal inspectors failed to publicize last April’s
discovery of the bacteria in a sample of
kowymaid milkshake mix distributed to
more than 200 Carl’s Jr restaurants in
California and Arimna.
"Whcn it gets into the food cycle.
(hats when you have to worry about it.
but it’s been kept from the eyes of the
public," said Dr. Milton Birnbaum, a
vice president of the Los Angeles County
Medical Association
Birnbaum said he will introduce a
motion Sept. 18 urging the 18.000-member organization’s executive board to
seek a requirement that physicians be
alerted when Listeria is found in food.
Dr. Michael Kennedy, president of
the 2.300-member Orange County Medical Association, said his 20-member executive board will consider reform of
Listeria reporting policies Sept. 4.
State and federal officials have said
they decided not to report the disco% crs
of the Lists:nu because the milkshei
mix already had been consumed.
Nearly two months elapsed Wore
the U.S. Food and Drug Administration
published the finding in a routine enforcement bulletin
Birnbaum said anyone who consumed one of the milkshakes could have
had blood and stool tests.
Birnbaum and Kennedy said disclosure is also important because people can
be carriers of the disease without becoming sick themselves.

Course in Practical
Conversational Spanish

The milkshake discos-cry came
under an expanded FDA and state I/cpartmcnt of Food and Agriculture testing
program prompted by a listeriosis outbreak that caused 84 deaths and stilIbirths in California last year, the majority Hispanic babies

CONTACT
Foreign Languages in
Sweeney Hall, Rm, 219

277-2576

SAN JOSE ART
FOR ALL YOUR ART SUPPLY NEEDS

Bottle bill clears hurdle;
goes to Legislature floor
SACRAMENTO (API A bottle
deposit bill that backers describe
es a historic compromise between retailers and environmentalists passed another
key test this week, sending it to final
floor votes of the Senate and Assembly.
The bill which had been stalled
since May 5 in a special committee created to negotiate differences between
Senate and Assembly drafts and conflicting goals of business, labor, environmentalist and consumer lobbyists won
approval Monday of the committee on a
4-0 vote as the Legislature started the
final week of its 1985-86 session.
For two decades, environmentalists
and consumer advocates have unsuccessfully advocated variations of bills requiring 5-cent deposits, redeemable by the
merchants selling the beverages.
But merchants have opposed those
hills on grounds they are both costly to
administer and a health hazard because
of the dirty empty containers they would

have to handle, and some union groups
opposed the measures as a threat to jobs.
The key compromises in AB2020
by Assemblyman Burt Margolin, 0-Lets
Angeles. set up recycling centers separate from the stores selling the beverages. and start the deposits at a penny instead of a nickel per bottle or can.
If the penny deposit doesn’t get 65
percent of the containers recycled, the
bill would raise deposits in two Steps up
to 3 cents per container by 1992.
Margolin, who originally proposed
a 5 -cent deposit, said he was concerned
that a penny deposit may not be enough
of an incentive to substantially increase
recycling.
Approval by the conference committee was regarded as potentially the
toughest hurdle for the bill.
But Margolin and other backers acknowledged that the rapidly approaching
adjournment of the legislative session
and the fragile nature of the compromise
still leave final approval in doubt.
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Bacteria discovery disclosure pushed

By Anthony C. Perez
’These projects are
Daily staff writer
SJSU President Gail Fullerton exciting and they
ushered in the academic new year Monday afternoon when she spoke before will contribute
500 faculty members in Morris Daily
significantly to the
Auditorium.
She also asked for faculty involvement in programs designed to help im- educational
prove education on the high school, midof the
dle sch,s+1 and elementary school levels, mission
which she said she hopes prepares stu- university.’
dents for entrance into a university such
Gail Fullerton,
as SJSU.
SJSU President
Freshmen and minority students
have been identified as the two groups be involved with SJSU faculty and thus
most likely to fail or drop courses, she
be more likely to enroll here.
said. But she also said that there were
Fullerton also spoke about the more
"unacceptable numbers of seniors en- than 550 million in building projects to
countering academic problems."
be undertaken on campus, two of which
In response to this problem, she are the construction of the Student Union
said she hopes to institute, on a limited Recreation and Events Center and the
basis, an early warning system this fall in Engineering Building.
those courses where the attrition rate is
"These projects are exciting and
unusually high.
they will contribute significantly to the
’The intention is to identify stu- educational mission of San Jose State
dents who are in academic difficulty University," she said.
early enough in the term (so) that they
Construction is scheduled to begin
can be contacted and counseled about the this fall on these projects, she added.
variety of services available to help them
The amount of lottery money the
succeed academically at San Jose
univeristy received and the way in which
State.’’ she said.
also brought up durIn addition to this. Fullerton asked it will be spent was
for increased faculty involvement in pro- ing her welcoming address.
SJSU receised 1+404,187 in lottery
grams geared to prepare students in the
elementary through high school levels money. Fullerton said. This money will
among other programs, master teafund,
for a college education.
Fullerton also updated faculty on cher stipends and scholarships, student
the progress of several capital outlay pro- internships. community service projects scheduled to begin at SJSU this grams and minority and female graduate
year. She also gave a report on the use of incentive programs, she said.
money received from the California State
She added that she would like to see
Lottery and urged inercate.,.1 faculty in- the funds earmarked for use b ythesc provolvement in programs designed to help grams during the fiscal year, but that
students with academic problents.
they don’t need to be completely exAfter her speech, Fullerton said that pended.
helping students before they reach col"I believe it is more important to
lege is really an investment for the uni- spend the funds wisely than to spend
those
students
will already them quickly." she said.
scrsity since
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Where A.S. money will go

Associated Students directors adopted an amended 986-87 budget reflecting an $8 increase in student fees New accounts are in bold type
income Allocation
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ASSOCIATED STUDENTS SEGMENT
Business Office
Capital Outlay
Clerical
Copyright
Custodianship
Education Fees
Election Board
Equipment Reserve
Executive
Homecoming
Intercultural Steering Committee
Legal Counseling
Legal Service
Legislative
Leisure Service
Operating Reserve
Print Shop
Program Board NRGA
Program Board RGA
Public Relations
Special Allocation
Special Projects
Work Study Student Assistants
AS. SEGMENT SUBTOTAL
SERVICE SEGMENT
Academic Senate
Auxiliary Boards
Cal State Student Association
Environmental Resource Center
Moss Landing Marine Lab Students
Spartan Memorial
Students of Monterey Peninsula Area
SERVICE SEGMENT SUBTOTAL
STUDENT ORGANIZATION SEGMENT
Asian American Spring Festival
Association of Computing Machinery
College Republicans
Disabled Students Association
Greek Week
Wel
SJSU Linguistics Club
MEChA
Pan Athcan Student Union
SJSU Rugby Football
Students For Peace
Women’s Resource Center
STUDENT ORGANIZATION SEGMENT SUBTOTAL
INSTRUCTIONALLY RELATED ACTIVITIES
Radio-TV News Center
Spartan Daily
Art Gallery
Reed Magazine
Music Department
Dance
Drama
KSJS
TV-Film Production
Forensics
Academic Promotion
Academic Reserve
Men s Athletics
Women s Athletics
Athletic Promotion
INSTRUCTIONALLY RELATED ACTIVITIES SUBTOTAL
TOTAL EXPENDITURES

Total

35 000 189.811 224811
36,000 38,000
53,883 53.883
3.300
3.300
18.000 18.000
0
0
2 100
2.100
23.100 23.100
17,350 17350
2 000
2 000
1 500
5 000
6 500
1 440
1 440
2 000
2000
19 450 19 450
20.086 64 000 84 086
26.208 26,208
90.000
0 90,000
26 040 51.591 77631
60,000 60,000
6.000
6.000
3.000
3.000
5,400
5,400
3.400
3,400
5172.626 $593 033 $765.659
1,200
1,200
1,800
1,800
18.280 18,280
2,950
2.950
500
500
3.000
3.000
0
500
500
$3.000 $57230 560.230
416
350
4 750

2.000
$7516

2.416
2.000
690
690
750
750
2 350
2.000
6.750
2.000
750
750
100
100
830
830
750
750
270
270
750
750
8.075
6,075
524.481
$16,965

12.500 12,500
27.500 27.500
13,000 13.000
500
500
40.000 40 000
4 500
4.500
5,500
1,000
4.500
12.500 12 500
4 500
4.500
3.000
3.000
20,000 20.000
20.312 20,312
45,000 45,000
45.000 45.000
16,000 16,000
1.000 268.812 269 812
181,142

934,040 1,120,182
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Twelve new A.S. accounts to be funded
By Am) I.. Pabalan
Daily staff writer
This semester’s tuition fee increase
will enable the Associated Students to
fund more student programs and organizations.
Students will pay 80 percent more
than they did last year. said A.S. President Tom Boothe. The $8 per student.
per semester increase enlarges the A.S.
budget, he said.
The anticipated revenue from the
Ice will be increased by 55 percent.
The A.S. was experiencing a budget crisis before the fee increase. Boothe
said. "We did not have enough money to
fund the amount (organizations) were requesting and were deserving," he said.
The fce increase, passed in May
through a special election, raised the
total 1986-87 AS. budget from S721,442 lo St . I million,
The A.S. will allocate approximately 64 percent of the additional
funds, an estimated $398,240. into 12
new accounts.
Groups that already had accounts in
the A.S. budget will receive more money
according to their individual needs. said
A.S. Contri !ler Gabriel Miramontes
Thirty percent of anticipated revenue from the fee is allotted to Instructionally Related Activities, which includes
t unding for athletics.
Previously, the A.S. did not allocate money for athletics.

" We wanted to help thos groups
that were not priority sports They
needed more stable funding." Miramontes said.
The A.S. allotted $90,000 to SJSU
athletics, to he divided between the
women’s and men’s teams. Teams that
benefit from the new allocations include
men and women’s gymnastics, wrestling, golf, volleyball and swimming.
SJSU’s forensics club and team is
one of the 12 new accounts that falls
under the category of IRA.
"The money would help us with the
traveling expenses, motels, mileage and
food," said Philip Wander, Communication Studies professor and debate coach.
The funds for the program board
will be used to generate revenue for the
A.S. Program Hoard. Pmgrarn board director Ted Gehrke said that the board
produces two types of show - productions like special lectures and guest
speakers, which are considered to be
non-profit making ventures, and shows
that produce income, such as concerts,
he said.
The new fund will enable the program board to arrange for a concert f,awring bands from the Los Angeles area
and one from Australia, Gehrke said
The concert has been tentatively set for
Sept. 27 in the Morris Re l Auditorium
Two of the 12 new accounts is
money set aside for both academic and
athletic promotion to promote actis itics

in both areas and increase community
awareness According to Miramontes,
the A.S. is yet to establish a promotions
board and determine its policy.
A special projects account was also
established for use solely by A.S. directors. The money will be used to fund individual special projects ot the A.S.
Money will be allocated upon approval
-for projects.
Of the 12 new accounts. the A.S.
established three funds as financial incentives for student representatives on
the Student Union Board of Directors,
the Academic Senate and the A.S.
board. Monthly stipends of $25 each for
the elected representatives are to "let
them know that they are a part of the
A.S. and that they are serving student interest; not just showing up to meetings
and getting nothing from it," Miramonies said.
He added that several budget
changes were made as sound fiscal planning. to establish separate accounts for
certain expenditures that used to be paid
for through the general fund. Two accounts, capital outlay and custodianship.
are for projected A.S. expenditures.
Capital outlay is a reserve account for
A.S. facility expansion and reconstruction. The money for custodianship is
payment to the university for fiscal sevices, such as the collection of A.S. fees.
The election that raiscd A.S. student fees also repealed the Hes ised Auto-

math. Funding Initiative The RAH fund
used to provide money for Music and
Theatre Arts, the Art Gallery, KSJS. Radio/TV Center and the Spartan Daily.
The A.S. continues to fund these groups
along with other IRA organizations.
Each of the six programs was allotted additional funds. varying from approximately $55 to $25,066 more than expected before the A S. fee increase
Boothe said that there was opposition to the repeal of RAFI. "There were
those who were fearful that without
RAFI they would see the budget
slashed."
He added that if students "don’t
know what programs will benefit or
where the money goes, they will be upset
if they’ve only seen an increase in fees.
A little less than $6 per student per semester of the A.S. goes to support
IRA."
Funds to the SJSU Music Department has been split into eleven separate
categories in the A.S. budget. The accounts amount to approximately $40.(KX), an additional 525,066 more than
anticipated
SAG Music Department Chairman
Gus Lease calls the additional funding a
"godsend."
He added. "Although other California universities arc funded as much as
$100,000 (from their student governments), we’re catching up and it’s wonderful ."

Dislike of homosexuality hinders AIDS education
WASHINGTON ( API -- A survey released
Tuesday indicates prejudice against homosexuals
may prevent the public from accepting much available AIDS information.
The survey, done in San Francisco, New York
City and London, says that fear of AIDS is more
likely in people who are less informed about the disease.
The study indicates that campaigns to educate
the public about acquired immune deficiency syndrome may have to be shifted away from homosexual
organinitions. which carry the bulk of the educational &on in many cities, said researchers who conducted the survey.
Dr. I.ydia Temoshok of the University of California at San Francisco. said educational campaigns
sponsored by homosexual organizations may be excellent for educating less -prejudiced sections of the
population.
But the survey’ indicates these efforts "may be
ineffective in reaching the general public who may
avoid or discredit gay -associated literature and establishments," she told the annual meeting of the American Psychological Assoc ’.noa
(husernnient agencies and non -homosexual

65
he
Lip

health organizations may have to play larger roles in
AIDS education efforts designed for the general population if they are to be effective in combating fear.
ignorance and prejudice, she said in a paper prepared
for the meeting.
AIDS, an incurable condition that results in destruction of the body’s infection -fighting immune
system. has been diagnosed in more than 23,000
Americans. half of whom have died. There is no effective treatment for the disease and no one is known
to have survived it.
The viral disease is spread through intimate contact with victims’ bodily fluids, such as blood and
semen, and more than 70 percent of cases have involved male homosexuals
Other high -risk groups include intravenous drug
abusers and those receiving infected blood or blood
products.
The attitude study, co-authored by David M.
Sweet and Jane Zich, involved surveying 399 members of the general public at the same time in the
three cities. Temoshok said the aim was to explore
the relationships among knowledge. beliefs and attitudes about AIDS.
Respondents were divided into four groups, in -

eluding homosexual and bisexual men at highest sex
ual risk of getting AIDS and the general public in the
three cities.
San Francisco is the city where AIDS has been a
known health problem for the longest time, followed
by New York and, lastly, London.
London respondents had the greatest general
fear of AIDS and the stronger anti -homosexual attitudes. according to the study, as measured by responses to statements such as. "Gays should be quarantined to prevent the spread of AIDS" and. "People
with AIDS should not be allowed to handle food in
restaurants. ’
Less strong feelings. in decreasing order, were
recorded in New York, San Francisco and in the sexual risk group. In all three cities, the researchers said.
those with a general fear of AIDS and anti -homosexual attitudes had the least knowledge about the disease.
"It is not clear whether fear and prejudice,
which were highly intercorrelated, promote ignorance," Temoshok said, "or ignorance increases fear
and prejudice."
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It’s wild.
Sears Savings Bank has just freed student checkbooks
With Intelli-Checking
There’s no minimum balance requirement Or per-check
charge. And we’ve made it easy to qualify for a $100 line of
credit (So you can start establishing your own credit history.)
We’ll start you out with your initial order of standard
checks, free. And we’ll store your checks for you, too.
Of course, if you need money quick, you’ll have instant
access to our brand new on-campus automated teller, the

"Easy Money Machine" It’ll keep you in cash 24 hours a day,
365 days a year.
So stop by our booth in front of the Spartan Bookshop
between August 25 and 29. Or come to our nearby branch.
(285 South First Street, 298-1300),
Lii
sea;:474;:iirmwork
45
and open your Intelli-Checking
account And join in the free-for-all. SOIRS
ATM located across the street from
the Student Union.

BANK

All the value you’ve come to expect, now where you need it most
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S.J. opposes AIDS initiative
Caloolina
64" organiIntormat ion released by the statewide "no N
/Junin cites astronomical expenses that would follow passage
of the proposition.
The group said implementation of the anti -AIDS measure
approximately 4 percent in
would cost at least $7.5 million
the state’s total budget for 1986.87.
If the measure is approved by voters, carriers of the AIDS
virus would be isolated and all research for an AIDS cure
would because money would he tied up in quarantine efforts,
No on 64" organizers said.
Sivensen said that if the proposition passes. it would be
arbitrarily enforced and it would Ise used to intimidate gays and
cause them to lose jobs.
The gay and lesbian communities throughout the state
have not been very political iii the past. according to Sivensen.
"Visibilty and exposure is a very big concern for the community
Sivertsen said she is trying to form a political gay and lesTwo 1.41Rouche-backed candidates have been elected in bian community in San Jose that can deal with this propostion
Louisiana, and Sivertsen said she fears similar political gains and other issues affecting them in the future
will occur in this state.
"The San Jose community needs to be knowledgeable
According to Sivertscit, the proposition is very vague and about AIDS in order to stop the panic LaRouche is initiating."
it could he misused to further suppress the gay communities of she said.

inucd front page 1
people are putting out about AIDS."
The council’s action was an easy first step in the king battle against the LaRouche organization, Sivensen said.
"The inure credible people who can say this is a ridiculous piece of legislation, the more help it will be to our campaign.- Sivensen said.
Sivensen has been working with Bay Area Municipal
Elections Committee for the last two months and is organizing
fund raisers and media campaigns for the San Jose area, she
said.
BayMEC has formed ’’Noon 64," a group which plans to
run voter registration drives as well as to sponsor educational
talks on the issue.
If voters approve Proposition 64 in November. Sivertsen
said the LaRouche organitation will have a political foothold in
California. forcing the state to deal with LaRouche-backed candidates and their politics for the next 10 to 15 years.
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Credit union needs federal approval

Alan Dee Daily
The doors of the Old Science Building sound an
ominous note: "Asbestos Dust Danird." Ashes -

staff photogradher

tos problems plague 20 other buildings on the
San Jose State University campus.

Old Science repair approved
despite reduced CSU oill funds
continued Fr
page I
will show site. it wally how a contractor
doing the reniodeling should do the Joh.
’We sent out questionnaires to each
of the departments that has been assigned
space in the building, and we arc now
working on putting together a project
scope tor the building that will he given
to the architect.’’ Pluta said
"We hope to have a report sent to
Long Beach (chancellor’s office) within
the week listing our package of how we
want the building to perform." Asunvion
said "They are in charge of officially
transmitting it to the architect."
Allan M. Walter and Associates of
San Jose are the project’s architects.
Asuncion applauded the choice of
firms, since it was chosen last spring as
campus consulting architect. The firm
oversees all architectural eudertakings
on campus, including assisting in planning efforts and reviewing major promos
Although part of a separate program, the removal ot asbestos front the
building this month gave the renoyation
a head start. Pluta said
She said it was fortunate that the
building was funded because the asbestos would have had to come out eventually
Asbestos must be removed front a
building prior to construction or demolition to pre% ent the release of panicles
into the an Asbestos us most hazardous
when inhaled
The cleanup efforts ran beyond
schedule because workers found areas
where there was a great deal more asbestos than expected The CSU Chancellor’s Office approved a change order to
allow the additional work to take place.
Mufti said
Baker Consultants id I tis Angeles
conducted a survey of asbestos contamination on all 19 CSU campuses in spring
1985. The resulting October 1985 report
was the basis of cleanup estimates.
The building’s cleanup was ex
peeled to he completed within the week.
The Old Science Building, constructed in 1930, was closed in June
1980 because it did not meet current

earthquake and safety codes. It is located
on Fourth Street between the Science
Building and the Men’s Gymnasium.
Renovation of the building was
jetipardited last spring during Legislative budget hearings when analyst Gerald Beavers advised against the project.
Beavers argued that. according to
California State University enrollment
and space guidelines, the university did
not need the building
He also said that the cost of renovating the 50-year -old building was prohilsdefy high.
Beavers also said that renovation
was impractical since the university’s estimated cost of $5.991081 for renovation construction would he 91) percent of
that of a new building
Asians-ion agreed that on paper, the
..:anipus does taw surplus of %me.
But the state ligit Ileum has not changbd
its space standards in nearly 25 years,
she added
"What they recognize basically is
what’s in the printed schedule of classes
and they niatch that up with the physical
space that we have," she said.
Consequently the guidelines fail to
account for open labs and other facilities
where instructionally related activities
take place outside of class, such as the
Instructional Resources Center.
Storage space is also overlooked in
the state’s space calculations. Upon
completion, the building’s basement will
serve as a storage area tor the Facilities
Ikvelopment and Operations Ikpartmem, which has far outgrown its space
in the Corporation Yard. Asuncion said.
The budding is currently used for
temporary storage, hut contents have
been damaged due to gaping holes in the
roof, said Stan Vaughn, SJSU building
trades coordinator.
In preparing their lobbying efforts
that were later presented by Sheila Chaffin. CSU assistant vice chancellor for facilities, the administration reasoned that
the building’s aesthetic qualities justified
the cost of renovation.
’We fought for it. We said.
’You’ve got all this new city redevelopment on that side of the campus, and

continued from page I
union) and the NCUA will see if we are
financially stable and if we have the support of students.’’
By granting the charter, the federal
government guarantees the credit union
up to 5100,1100 per account.
Keith Hoshiko. a recent SJSU graduate who came up with the idea of opening a credit union on campus, is now the
credit union’s chairman of the board.
"Credit unions are the financial
way of the future." Hoshiko said. They
are geared toward service to members,
he added
Unlike hanks, members of a credit
union are able to vote for those who
serve on the board.
Banks are " starting to feel the ini-

dows. extra bathfixims and decorative
trim that could have been deleted from
the project during construction if funds
had not been available for them.
Additional "add-on" items will be
provided by an allotment of surplus
funds from Spartan Shops. Amos,-

Three SJSU departments offer new minors;
physics adds concentration in laser and optics

WANT TO LEARN A
FOREIGN LANGUAGE

but can’t attend class regularly?

REDDING (AP) Proposed For
est Service cutbacks in Northern Calitin
ma timber harvesting are unjustified and
could hurt the economy there, Rep. Id
Zschau said while campaigning to oust
Sen. Alan Cranston
"When I see the rationale for the
cutbacks, it’s hard to understand," the
Los Altos Republican said Mondas
"I’m concerned as to what it’ll do to the
economy of the region."
The timber industry says that the
volume of trees that could he harvested
each year would decrease significantl%
under a long-terni management plan to
the Forest Service for Shasta -Trinity.
sscn and other Northern California na
!tonal forests
Zschau, who visited Redding, tm
reka and Chico, said he had not yet read
the Forest Service plans hut had beer
briefed by timber officials.

mately 5275,000 in present and tuture
funds have been committed through
1988 for this purpose
Barrett added that returning the
funds to projects on campus is consistent
with Spartan Shops’ charter, since it
specified as a non-profit entity.
"We tried to eel all of thc ’add-

ont; I. but of the maybe 15 or so on the
list. only the very, very bottom ones
were left, and they were insignificant
little things," Barrett said.
Some of the items left off the list include decorative paving brick and a second set of stairs to the catwalk above the
arena.
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I lie SJSU group includes 13 students under the advi, :meat of Larry
Rose. associate professor of accounting
and finance.
The organiters are currently negotiating with several different groups to
make the needed arrangements before
the credit union can he opened.
Talks between the group and other
credit unions and hanks in the area arc
being held to find a corresponding financial institution that will act as a financial
adviser while handling the daily cash
flow operations.
The organiters are also negotiating
with the Student Union Board of Directors for space in the Student Union as a
po ssible operations site

you just don’t want to put up something
without a lot of character.’" Asuncion
said
A last-minute photo presentation
rushed together by Plum and the Audio- By Sue Klyabu
science, nutrition and food science, nursStudents w ith arong math and sciVisual Production Services Department Daily staff writer
ing. occupational therapy, health protes- ence had:round inay he interested in the
just days before Vice Chancellor Chaffin
Three new minors will be offered %ions. gemmology. recreation and lei- new concentration of lasers and optics
made her presentation to the legislature this semester at SJSU in the departments sure studies and human performance.
offered by the physics department.
helped validate this elann
of meteorology, health professions, and
The courses are designed to deal
The housing of departments in old foreign language. A concentration in the with the major issues such as insurance
From checking out groceries in suand temporary buildings appeared to he field of lasers and optics will also he of- policies, malpractice, and how profes- permarkets to retinal eye surgery, laser
the factor that pushed the decision fered in the physics department.
sionals deal with patients.
technology. has found a place today’s sothrough. Asuncion said
"A lot of the health profession is ciety. said Donald Strandberg, chair of
The meteorology department has
Several schools are located in build- created a minor in weather communica- very technically oriented,’’ Tseng said.
the physics department.
ings that were not built by the state for tions due to a request front the journaHowever. these classes arc more
The physics deparartment is offerthe university, and they frown upon that, lism department. according to professor general and there is not a lot tif science
ing a concentration in lasers and optics to
she said.
Bob Bornstein, who put the program to- involved, she said.
The foreign language department aid in the knowledge of laser technology.
"The state doesn’t want to hang on gether. General meteorology and climate
’It would he num.’: valuable to penIi, those temporary structures and as soon and life are the courses offered this se - will offer a minor in Chinese due to the
increated-tnrollment in file language ’ pie’ in physics and engineenni:"-Stnitiilas they k:all get their hantls oil of them. mester. Two new courses will be tient
goil "On ’tete...prin. to, complete the t 2-itea4ea court*/ uclamding to 13r. INIma Gustaf- berg sald, due ’IC the ’Math ahtt- %denim
they’re happy to do it," she said
son, chair of the foriegn language depart- backround required for such a spy-c fit
Future residents of the building in- minor.
’Abe (journalism) department came ment.
concentration
elude open computer labs. the School
Social Work. the Afro-Anterican Studies to us and suggested that a minor in
Program. the Dean of the School of So- weather communications will aid loin
cial Sciences and the Ikan of the School nalists in their presentations on telev ision
and on the radio,’’ Bornstein said.
of Humanities and the Arts
Bornstein also said the department
The newly accredited dance program, which has been renting space off hopes to add a fifth course to the currit
campus, will also be located in the build- ulum which will not be limited to journalism majors.
ing.
In addition to weather communicaSpace in the Old Women’s Gym tions, journalism majors are encouraged
that was intended for the dance program to enroll in health professions because ii
was lost when that building was de- gives a general overview of the health
stroyed by fire Aug. 26, 1984.
care profession which may help them
Find Out about sell-paced, individualized
But the Old Science renovation may find jobs writing in the field, said Rose
learning in FRENCI I, GERMAN, I IEBREW,
he delayed even after the working draw- Tseng. director of health professions
ITAI JAN. LATIN, RITSSIANJAPANESP:,
ings are completed. Project funds will
Health professions as a minor W as
come from the state’s Capital Outlay for created at the request of students, Twill!
AND SPANISI I.
Public Higher Education program, which said.
is dependent upon offshore oil revenues.
’Business majors may not have
Varied*. Credit: 1-7, t ’nits Per Semester
Because sagging oil prices have time to learn nursing or nutrition. but
For Further Informalit call:
caused a drastic fall in revenues, nec- these courses are designed to give an isis
essary. money isn’t available. Pluta said.
derstanding of policies and issues. vs hid)
277-2576
To make up the difference, the state can help them in their professions. ’ she
sweency I tall 219
has drawn from COPHE money that it al- said.
ready had. Unless the situation imA minor in health professions will
proves, construction financing may he provide students with an opportunity to
deferred to bonds. Asuncion said.
enroll in a variety of courses to complete
"The minute that money is avail- the 15 -unit minor.
able, we will be ready to take each next
Approximately 150 students are exstep." Pluta said "The whole thing pected to enroll in the minor. Courses ofhinges upon the economy."
fered include those in the fields of health

Rec Center plans win OK, project schedule keeps on track
continued from page I
test he prepared assuming a conservative 12 -percent interest rate in the bond
market.
Connie Sauer, associate executive
vice president for business affairs, predicted last February that the bond market
would hold at 9 percent for the remainder
of the year
With the money saved by the low
bond interest rale, the university is able
to include certain -add-on" items in the
center’s plans. Barrett said. "Add-oM
items include such things as certain ss.in

pact of credit unions,- as several big
banks are facing financial troubles. Hoshiko said.
Credit union members have other
advantages over bank patrons, he said.
Students can save from $40 to $50 a
semester on various bank sers ice
charges. Hoshiko said.
The campus credit union will not
charge fees for checking accounts. However, members will have to pay for check
orders.
Members will also receive payments of monthly interest, plus dividends from the credit unto, investments.
Hoshiko hopes that the group will
receive its federal chartership during the
NCUA conference scheduled at the UCBerkeley., Sept. 25 through 28
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Judo team makes noise

Page 9

SJSU expects 20 to compete on national level

New coach comes back to roots
hoping to replant winning style

cruiting year the team had in 1985 will
prove beneficial to the success of this
year’s team.
Freshman Mike Manning. who won
a gold medal in the 132-pound class at
the 1986 Pan Am Games, should also be
a steady competitor for the Spartans.
Junior Lance Winston, who was
sidelined last season with a neck injury,
is waiting for the medical clearance
which will allow him to compete in the
209-pound class.
The judo team is fortunate to have
graduate Mike Swain, one of the top
judo players in the country at 156
pounds, as an assistant to Long.
Swain will be working with the
squad as well as preparing for the U.S.
Open and the Nationals, which Long
said are both within his reach.
"SJSU has become the national
judo training camp in the United
States." Swain said. "Here we have the
most intense concentration of elite national -level players in the country."
"The 1984 Olympic silver medalist
from Korea wants to come and train
here." Long said. "That should say
something for the quality of the program."
Being an intercollegiate sport, the
judo team doesn’t have an abundance of
funds, but the San Jose State Judo Foundation, made up of judo alumni, raises
S25,(X)0 to $30,000 annually to send the
team to dual meets and championship
contests in the East.
As inconspicuous as SJSU is in the
world of collegiate sports, the judo team
attracts much attention from the top athletes in the country.

By Greg Stryker
cosa. Jeff Knopf and Matt McPeak will pitch "more consisDaily staff writer
tently’’ and that ace starter Anthony Telford is not declared
New Spartan baseball coach Sam Thrum has taken the academically ineligible.
reigns of last year’s 22-33 team. aiming to turn around a
Spartan pitchers were shelled often at the end of bra
program with which he is very familiar.
season, including a 37 -run thrashing in a wind-blown game
Piraro. a 1975 SJSU graduate who has played and against UNIV.
coached for the Spartans. compiled an impressive 190-70
Still. Firer(’ does not panic.
record in seven years at Mission College.
"We’re not rebuilding," he said. "We’re planning on
"My roots tic into San Jose State," said Piraro, who winning the league title .
was hired in June as the replacement for retired coach Gene
The Spartans will begin to see whether such plans are
Menges. "I felt I did all I could at Mission College. This realistic when they face the perennially powerful Stanford
was an opportunity for me to coach at a school that I’m so Cardinal in January.
fond of."
Last year. SJSU started the season by losing nine
Piraro played for the Spartans in 1971 and 1972 and
coached with Menges from 1474 to 1979 as a graduate assistant and assistant baseball coach.
Piraro went on to coach the Mission College squad to
five conference titles and two state championships in his
seven years.
He has a reputation of being a disciplinarian, according
to Sports Information Director Lawrence Fan and Piraro
himself.
"From what I understand, he likes to have a disciplined type of program," Fan said. "He likes to utilire the
work ethic as far as getting things done,"
"I expect the players to work very hard," Pirani said.
"I consider myself demanding. There’s no doubt about
that."
Piraro was busy recruiting this summer. Even with 12
Sam Piraro,
Iii 15 returning players, he went out and successfully reness baseball coach
cruited a player for every position.
"My philosophy was to recruit like nobody was cornstraight games, including its first four to Stanford.
ming back. and that’s exactly what I did." he said.
Many players expressed a desire for change in the head
With walk-on tryouts starting in September, Piraro will
coaching position toward the end of the 1986 campaign.
have approximately 75 to 80 players to break down to a
Menges retired before the season’s conclusion, citing perfinal team.
sonal reasons for his decision.
Piraro believes that pitching. speed and power are
Mike Haruff. the Spartans’ starting second baseman,
three critical elements needed in baseball.
said rumors were adrift in the clubhouse about the possibilHe admits. however, that pitching is a question mark
ity of Piraro as head coach.
for the Spartans
Piraro did not confirm the rumors at the time, but he
Piraro said he hopes that returning _pitchers Paul Hadid express interest in returning to his alma meter.

By Karin Small
Daily staff writer
-The Sound of Silence" will never
be the San Jose State Intercollegiate judo
team’s theme song, as the shouts, grunts
of pain and slaps of bodies meeting mats
indicate a much livelier tune. The 1986
judo squad should practice to "We Will
Rock You." if anything.
Coach Dave Long said his group of
very talented men and women make up a
team that, having lost only one senior
last year’s team captain Dan Mistichelli
will be just as strong a force in dual
meet competition as last year.
The team expects to have 20 members competing on the national level this
season, and several of them are medal
winners, including Keith Tonra, a senior
at the I43 -pound class, who took first
place in the National Collegiate Championships last year, and Scott Smith, a
I72 -pound senior from San Mateo.
whom Long expects do well this year.
SJSU is a hotbed for judo talent, as
the team’s past record attests.
The Spartans finished second in
1985 to Fresno State in the National Collegiate Championships, but gained revenge this year by locating the Bulldogs
in the same meet,
"We meet Hayward State, Stanford, San Francisco State, the Olympic
Training Center team, and Cal State Los
Angeles in our dual meets, but our
toughest meets are usually with Fresno."
Long said. "Then in the bigger meets
like the Nationals and the U.S. Open, we
meet the teams like Ohio State and Michigan State."
Long is optimistic that the fine re.

Injured Rivers
may be out
for the season
NoIre
SOUTH BEND, Ind. (API
Dame basketball star David Rivers, injured in a weekend automobile accident.
might not recover in time to play in the
1986-87 season, a surgeon said Monday.
Rivers, a guard who transformed a
sluggish team into a fast -breaking one in
his first two years, was listed in stable
condition after surgery for a severe abdominal cut suffered in the accident Sunday, said a spokeswoman for Elkhart
General Hospital, located about 20 miles
east of South Bend.
Spokeswoman Barbara Barrett said
Dr. Kirby Gross. the surgeon who operated on Rivers, predicted a complete recovery but said his return for the coming
season was questionable.
"He said (Rivers) will definitely be
able to play. but it’s really too soon to
tell how soon he’ll be back, whether it’s
this season or not," Barrett said.
"(Dr. Kirby) doesn’t forsee any
long-term disability," she said.
Notre Dame coach Digger Phelps
said Rivers’ recovery is the highest priority.
"As far as basketball. I’m really not
concerned about that right now," Phelps
said. "Knowing David, his will to live
and his will to compete kept him going."
Rivers, 21. a junior from Jersey
City, N.J., led the Irish to a 23-5 season
last season, averaging a team-high 16.7
points per game. He scored 25 points in a
90-83 loss to Arkansas-Little Rock in the
first round of the NCAA tournament.
Rivers was injured when a van
driven by former teammate Ken Barlow
went out of control when Barlow
swerved to avoid an oncoming car about
15 miles southeast of the university campus, police said. Rivers was thrown
through the windshield when the van
rolled over, police said.
Barlow, a member of the Atlanta
Hawks, was treated for minor cuts and
released.

Former Redskin
admits to AIDS
Former
WASHINGTON (AP)
Washington Redskin Jerry Smith, believed to be the first professional athlete
to publicly disclose he is suffering from
AIDS, says he is making the disclosure
in the hope that something good will result, a published report says.
"I want people to know what I’ve
been through and how terrible this disease is," the former All -Pro tight end
and 13-year NFL veteran told the Washington Post in its Tuesday editions.
"Maybe it will help people understand.
Maybe it will help with development in
research. Maybe something positive will
come out of this."
Smith’s playing weight during his
football career was 210 pounds. Now his
weight is about 150 pounds and he grows
weaker each day.
When asked how he contracted the
disease, Smith told the Post, "it just happened. It just happened."
AIDS, or acquired immune deficiency syndrome, is said to afflict mostly
homosexual men. About 24,000 Americans suffer from the disease.
Smith, although willing to discuss
his struggle with the disease, would not
elaborate on his lifestyle in his interview
with the newspaper.
During the past eight months, he
has been in and out of Holy Cross Hospital in Silver Spring, Md , and George
Washington University Hospital in
Washington I) C. several times.
He has lost weight steadily and,
according to his mother, "hasn’t eaten
since June.’’

The Spartans have been the national
champs 21 of the past 25 years. and the
Olympic judo coaches in 1964, ’72, ’80
and ’84 have all been from SJSU.
"We’ve got a real good chance at
winning nationals this year, barring any
injuries." Long said. "The United
States is also sending a six -man team to
the World University Championships in
Rio de Janeiro this year, and five of the
guys are ours."
The Spartans competing in the
WUC are sophomore Kevin Asano, who
took first in the 132-pound class at Nationals last year; Albert Accna. a sophomore in his first semester at SJSU in the
143 -pound division; sophomore Bill
Worthington, who, at 189 pounds. took
first in the open division of the 1985 Nationals; Damon Kceve, a graduate at 205
pounds; and Swain.
In April, the National Collegiate
Championships will be held at Ohio
State, and the Spartans should be well represented in all weight classes.
Eberhard Kicslich, a visiting member of the Bavarian judo team at 156
pounds and a gold medal winner at the
German Open, spent his vacation in the
United States, mainly in New York and
California. to sightsce and do a little
training.
There are two good places to
train, and they are New York and San
Jose." Kieslich said.
"Lots of guys come here because it
is the best." he said. "The hospitality
here at SJSU has been great, and I hope
to come back again soon."
Let’s hope the Spartans are anything but hospitable to their opponents
this season.

’This
(returning to
SJSU) was an
opportunity
for me to
coach at a
school that I’m
so fond of.’
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Spartans grab
overtime win
By Len Gutman
Daily staff writer
The Spartan soccer team got its exhibition season underway Saturday with
a 2-1 victory over a team of San Jose All Stars in the Al Perez Benefit Soccer
Classic at PAL stadium.
The game, which was deadlocked at
I -I after 90 minutes, had to be decided
in a shootout, where the Spartans
squeeked out the win.
In the shootout. Spartan goalie Joe
Gangale stopped a shot by All -Star forward Felix Terraces.
Then, SJSU forward Scott Chase
put one past the All -Star goalie for the
victory.
"I thought for the first game we
played pretty well." Spartan Coach Julius Menendez said. "You have to consider that it was an All -Star team we
were playing. They’re part of the Latin
league that plays during the summer so
they were in good condition."
SJSU got its only goal in regulation
at the 18 minute mark in the first half,
when forward Allen Picchi connected on
a pass from midfielder Rob Allen
The All -Stars tied it up midway
through the second half when halfback
Bias Chaboya slipped one past Gangale.
"It was a good match for us to play
a strong team the first game," Gangale
said. "We saw what we have to do, and
where we have to improve.’’
Menendez said he was impressed
with Gangalc’s performance and also
mentioned that he thought fullback Steve

Caldwell played well.
The Spartans also got a good game
out of forward Jon Hinkin.
"I thought I played solid," Hinkin
said. "I played right halfback and I’m
usually a striker, but I was pretty happy
with it."

’It was a good
match for us to play
a strong team the
first game. We saw
what we have to do,
and where we have
to improve.’
Joe Gangale,
SJSU goalkeeper
SJSU’s only real trouble in the
game was with their corner kicks. They
had numerous chances to score off corner kicks but couldn’t connect on any of
them.
Spartan fullback Rich Rollins and
forward Nick Rotteveel had been working hard on scoring off cornerkicks in
practice.
"We had our opportunities, we lust
didn’t place them in the right spots."
Rollins said.

Ins Fong
!OS1,1 fullback Pablo Nihon dribbles the ball touard the end zone (hiring the seeiiiid half ot Ow Spartans’ 2-1 iii

Iii’s

Daily staff photographer

against the AB -Stars

Rugby aims for national stature Relaxed Lee gets kicks in NFL
make a two-week journey 10 Australia and Fiji.
By Paul HeaIly
Daily staff writer
"It’s out of the planning stages now." said RichardThe SJSU rugby club has a goal, a mission, to gain na- son, who serves as one of the chairmen of the team’s tour
committee. He said the team has already signed contracts
tional and international recognition.
"We’re hoping to be ranked in the top five in Califor- with a travel agent, and arrangements have been made for
nia, team captain Deane LaMont said. "If you’re ranked lodging and games.
high in the California poll, you’ll be ranked well in the na"We’re doing it off our own backs," LaMont said.
tional poll."
"There area whole lot of fund-raisers going on."
The team finished 17-10 lest season, including a strong
The first fund-raiser will occur Sept. 4, when the team
showing at the 64-team Santa Barbara tournament. They will hold a barbecue at the student barbecue pits located on
won four straight games there to finish first in the consola- Seventh Street across from the Music Building. They will
tion bracket after dropping their opening-round game.
raffle off a mountain bike at that time.
According to Richardson. if everything goes well "it
"We have a big set of forwards this year," LaMont
said, pointing to the team’s strength. "You can dominate won’t cost the players a dime." He said the team intends to
the other team. It’s like having a big offensive line (in solicit alumni and to advertise about the tour.
The tuggers plan on improving their image by temperAmerican football)."
"If you can keep the forward pack moving and control ing their drinking reputation.
"In rugby tradition, the after-game socializing is very
the ball, you’re gonna win," Bruce Shields said, emphasiz. important," said LaMont. "We have a good time, hut it’s,
ing the advantage of larger forwards.
Big ,t’ront lines *worm in heady during a line At, LrLot just an excuse for boolig
11TTe1satdiele sal -ram
-1 players Mi not dnnrgaTiffinird
which Is couivitcht to -a aotcer thrnaali. alk1-17k-clem. a
nasty little setup in which each team’s forwards form a tun- soft drinks and tithe, beverages can he found at post -game
celebrations.
nel and battle for possession of the ball.
A characteristic unique to rugby is the camaraderie
Coach Ron McBeath, however, downplayed the importance of size, saying it is equally necessary to have talent among competitors.
"It’s the beauty of the game," said LaMont. "I’ve
in the smaller back line.
Team members see another reason to feel confident met all my best friends in rugby, players I’ve played against
or played with."
about the upcoming season.
"That (camaraderie) is the thing I like about rugby."
"Team unity and team pride," Dave Richardson said.
"Everybody is tired up to be a part of San Jose State rugby. said Shields. "Rugby is like a cult sport. There arc people
When I first came (to the team) three years ago, we were you sec year after year. It’s almost a fraternity atmosphere."
way less organized, and (there was) no commitment."
Coach McBcath is anticipating around 50 players to
LaMont agreed, saying he felt the team was coming toshow up for the first practice Sept. 16.
gether.
Still, coach and players encourage new members to
Another source of pride is the team is not funded by the
join the team.
university.
"We’re proud lobe San Jose State students. but we do
"We’re always looking for new players," LaMont
it (team management) all ourselves," Richardson said. said. "We encourage new players to learn the game."
’You get 40 guys all together, in matching uniforms. It’s
McBcath said the team will be busy recruiting, and if
not very easy it takes a great deal of organization.’’
more players than expected turn out, a new leant would be
created.
Currently, the ruggers field two teams while StanOnce the season ends in April. the team will prepare to
embark on its first international tour. Thirty players will ford. Santa Clara, Cal and St. Mary’s have four.

CHARLESTON, Ill. (API - John
Lee. the Korean -born St. Louis Cardinals’ rookie, has a relaxed mental approach in his quest for field -goal stardom
in the National Football league.
"I don’t care if there’s one second
left and your team is down by two
(points)." Lee said. "Just go out there.
Hey, if you miss it, the worst thing that
can happen to you is you might get cut.
You’re not going to go to jail.’’
Failure, of course, wasn’t what the
Cardinals had in mind when they picked
the two-time UCLA All-American in the
second round of the April draft.

Offensive tackle Gary nen. who
was out all last year, reinjurcd his knee
in practice and will miss the Kickoff
Classic. Cornelius Bennett, one of the
nation’s top linebackers, is out with a
pulled hamstring and strong safeties
Rory Turner and Shon Lee went down
with a knee and elbow, respectively.
Nevertheless, the Crimson Tide has
had what Perkins called "a good training
period. I think under the circumstances
our players have shown an exceptional
amount of class and character and fortitude and stickability, whatever you want
to call it.
"I’m exceptionally proud of the
way our players have handled things.
over the course of the last week especially. There’ve been some tough times
and some sad times for out football team
but I think we’ve prepared as well as we
can prepare."
Ninth -ranked Ohio State also has
had its share of preseason problems and
distractions. Last Thursday, Coach Earle
Bruce kicked starting free safety Terry
White and backup tailback Roman Bates
off the squad and suspended starting
linebacker Derek Isaman for one game

San Francisco cuts Dana McLemore
REDW(X)D CITY (AP)
The
San Francisco 49ers inmmed some excess baggage yesterday, cutting veteran
defensive back and kick returner Dana
McLemore and dumping a collection of
lesser lights to reach the 50-player limit.
McLemore, in his fifth year out of
Hawaii, needed just 58 yards to become
the team’s all-time leader in punt return
yardagc.
Also dropped was Derrick Martin, a
free agent after a year with the United
States Football League. His departure
means eight defensive backs remain on
the roster, one more than coach Bill
Walsh plans to keep for the regular season
Other cuts included wide receiver
Eric Mullins, center Kevin Reach and
linebackers Pat Miller and Carl Keever.

Placed on injured reserve were wide
receivers Derrick Crawford and John
Taylor, defensive linemen Jim Stuckey
and David Wood. tackle Michael Durretie and linebacker Richard Dixon.
The cuts made room for Tom Holmoe, a 3rd -year safety out of Brigham
Young who was cut a week ago, then resigned after Ronnie Lott suffered a concussion in Saturday’s losing effort
against the Denver Broncos.
Holmoe doesn’t know how much
longer he’ll last. His career could end on
Monday when the National Football
League mandates a regular-season 45 man roster, although his experience may
save his job.
"I’m hopeful it is permanent," Bill
Walsh said.

\ I 1 CIA. \\ here he played tor four
s idence of lee" cool proficiency
yem
lay in the II collegiate records he set
with his 80 field goals.
Inside opponents’ 30-yard lines, he
missed only twice in 60 tries. Overall,
his accuracy was 85.7 percent. That
compares favorably with the NFL record
of 76.8 percent held by the Kansas City
Chiefs’ Nick Lowery.. who last year converted 88.9 percent of his tries.
The prospect of kicking directly
from the field in the NFL instead of from
a tee, as he did in college, does not intimidate Ice.

Jackson still wants to play in 1987,
’but Angels say they won’t re-sign him
NEW YORK (AP) If Reggie Jackson plays baseball
next season, it will not be for the California Angels.
Jackson, sixth on the all-time home run list, says he was
told recently by Angels General Manager Mike Port that the
team will not re-sign him for 1987.
"I know I still can play." Jackson said Monday night.
prior to the Angels’ 5-3 victory over the New York Yankees.
"I’d like to play here in California. but it’s not going to happen."
Jackson, 40. signed a one-year contract for 1986 worth an
estimated 5900.000. This season, the designated hitter has II
homers with 40 runs hatted in, and a current 3-for-25 slump has
dropped his average to .252.
Jackson said Port told him during spring training that a decision on his status would be made by August.
"August came and they told me." Jackson said. "It’s a
blow. When someone tells you that you’re not wantcd, it’s not
something you enjoy hearing."
Yet asked if he was surprised at the Angels’ position. he

Alabama coach says emotion doesn’t win football contests
EAST RUTHERFORD. N.J. (AP)
In the wake of what he calls "probably the most difficult week of my life"
following the death of defensive tackle
Willie Ryles, Alabama Coach Ray Perkins says that talent rather than emotion
will decide tonight’s season -opening
Kickoff Classic against Ohio State.
"I don’t think you can play a football game on emotion. I believe in intensity a lot more than I do in emotion."
Perkins said Monday.
Ryles, who was slated to be a
starter, collapsed during practice Aug.
17 and died Saturday of a blood clot on
the brain. Perkins discounted any "Win
one for Willie" atmosphere surrounding
his team, which is ranked fifth in the Associated Press preseason poll.
"I never worry about a team being
overcharged for a game," he said. "I
don’t think anyone can stay on an emotional high for 60 minutes. At some point
in time, talent has to take over."
Alabama’s woes began last April
when running hack George Scruggs died
in an automobile accident which also left
starting cornerback Vernon Wilkinson
sidelined for the season

nee Jim Bakken retired in 1479.
the c.irds have gone through a dreary
sue,ession of mediocre kickers. Last
year-, experience for them was the
worst three kickers combined for a
4b 4 held -goal pertentage that doomed
the team, at least in part. to a 5-11 record.
So far. St. Louis special teams
coach Marx Hritden has besn impressed
by what he’s seen of Lee in the Cards’
training camp and in the NFL’s preseason.
"The one thing that I’ve seen is that
he has total confidence .’’ Braden said.

for violating undisclosed "team regulations."
"We’ve had some injuries, we’ve
had sonic suspensions. we’ve had some
things happen." Bruce said. "You don’t
really talk about those things right now
because you’re getting ready for a game
and you dwell on the people who are
going to play.

Alabama is a 4v., -point favorite. The
Crimson Title will then head hack to
Tuscaloosa where a Friday memorial
service is scheduled for Ryles.

"I’m sure when you consider what
Alabama’s gone through in the last
week, the emotional impact that has . .

Ray Perkins said he has tried to
keep the emotional aspect out of his
team’s preparation as much as possible.

hut young people are very gtxxl at accepting challenges and facing life.
"I think that’s the most important
thing."

merely shrugged.
Port, at Monday’ night’s game, would neither emit iron nor
deny that Jackson would not he back with the Angels.
"I won’t talk about anything on an individual basis," he
said. "I won’t get into that
Jackson joined the Angels in 1982 as a free agent and
helped them to the American League West title that year. hitting 39 home runs with WI RBI and a .275 Average.
He slumped to .194 with 14 home runs and 49 RBI in
1953, hut came hack to lead the team with 25 homers in 1984
and 27 last season.
He tops all active players with 541 career home runs.
Jackson, nicknamed "Mr. October." has played on five
World Series winners, three with Oakland and two with the
Yankees. In 27 World Series games, he has a .357 batting average with 10 home runs.
Jackson could get another chance at post -season glory this
season with the Angels. who currently lead their division.
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Mattel toys give birth
to pregnant mother doll
HAWTHORNE (API Mattel,
the toy company that gave birth to the
Barbie doll, is marketing a family set
that can take a mother doll through a
pregnancy and includes a newborn
baby.
Mattel marketing director Kathj
Harrison emphasized Tuesday that
the mother "is not Barbie in any way,
shape or form."
’Barbie, as we all know, has always been single, and always will be,
and will never have a baby."
Harrison said.

pregnant and have babies. So this is a
way for them to act out this fantasy.’
"This is strictly a fantasy." she
said. "She (Mrs. Heart) is not shaped
as if she were pregnant. The fantasy
is that she comes with a smock, and
the smock is cut in such a way that
when put over the doll’s dress, she
appears to be pregnant. So it’s just
pretense.
"Once the child takes off the
doll’s smock, the fantasy is that she’s
had her infant and they play with the
baby," " . Harrison said.
The Heart Family New Arrival
set, which hit toy store shelves last
month, comes with flowers for father
to give to mother in the hospital and a
camera to take baby’s picture. Also
included: a birth certificate, photo
album, diapers, a tiny blanket, baby
bottle and a couple of toys dad can
take to the hospital.
The suggested retail price for the
set is $25.,
Harrison declined to
reveal how ’many have been made.

However, she said, Barbie did
influence creation of the Heart Family New Arrival set, which includes
three dolls
fathcr, mother and
baby and accessories.
"For years little girls were writing in, wondering why Barbie
couldn’t have a baby," she said.
"We do extensive research and child
testing, and what we have found is
that little girls pretend their dolls are

Bloom County

Scientists say
life on Mars
improbable

iraphor

for four
fic iency
he set

MOUNTAIN VIEW (API
The
ice-covered lakes of ancient Mars could
have spawned life, NASA scientists said
Tuesday. However, they say it’s "highls
unlikely" life exists on the red piano
today.
Astrophysicist Christopher McKuj
and biologist Robert Wharton said theu
conclusions come from comparative
studies of seven Antarctic lakes and giant
lakes on Mars that photographs indicate
were formed in a 3.000-mile -long canyon system near that planet’s equator.
McKay said that if life was generated on Mars, it probably would have
been destroyed billions of years ago
when the planet cooled and lost much of
its atmosphere. "It’s highly unlikely life
could exist on Mars today," he said.
The researchers said a complex process that keeps the Antarctic lakes at
temperatures up to 77 degrees Fahrenheit
despite ice coverings up to IS feet thick
also could have trapped heat and concentrated dissolved gases in Martian lakes.
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The Real World

Manuel Ruiz
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RISE N SHINE
HOOCH I You TOO
FLAraJOSE

Only three of 24 campus buildings identified last year as
having critical asbestos contamination have been cleaned up
because of the high cost.
Spartan Shops voted last week to give $149,605 of surplus
Cleanup was completed on the Engineering Buildng and
Wahlquist Library over the summer, and work is almost fin- funds to the Men’s Athletic Department to cover a projected
deficit
in the department’s 1986-87 budget.
ished on the Old Science Building, said Stan Vaughn, SJSU
building trades coordinator.
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Following a tentative lease agreement between Spartan
The SJSU wrestling program was officially reinstated last Shops and the Associated Students, the A.S. announced plans
month following a successful fund-raising campaign that netted to open a second print shop in the old Earth Toys’ space.
more than S31,000 in cash pledges for the upcoming season.
Yesterdaily is a recap of important campus news and sport3
stories for those students who are on campus only a few days
each week.

Spartaguide
The College Republicans will be at a registration table
from 10 a.m. to I p.m this week in front of the Student Union.
For more information call Paul Romero at 281-7322.
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School Daze

An SJSU student was arrested late last week after university police found explosives and live ammunition in a campus
bike locker near the Seventh Street Parking Garage.
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SJSU’s intercollegiate softball team will hold an organizational meeting from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. tomorrow in Spartan
Complex Room 77. The meeting is for anyone interested in
playing softball this spring. For more information call Anne or
Karen at 277-3283.
-
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Bulwer-Lytton Undergraduate Society will hold a general
meeting at noon Fiiday in the Faculty Office Building. Room
104. For more information call Allison Heisch at 277-2856.

Eric Kieninger

Thick Crust
TIE 9)Fr, IVAVA

Hillel will sponsor "make your own sundae" from 4 to 6
p.m. tomorrow at the Campus Ministry. For more information
call Sandy at 294-8311I.

STEAM RISES
WADES MANNARVIs

5LEEN N C61’)211.5
Career Planning and Placement will give tours of its Career Resource Center from 1:30 to 3:30 p.m. this week. Meet at
the Business Classroom, Room 13. For more information call
277-2272.

SNIFF,

Spartaguide is a living of campus-related events on and Ilea,
the university. To have your event included, come to Dwight
Bentel Hall, Room 208, and fill out a Spartaguide form. Listings run the day before and the day of the event.
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Grad loses council bid,
enters Davis law school

Shaping up

Tuesday morning found physics senior Dave
Smith working on his physique. While condi-

tinning can help him do more repetitions,
Smith knows from his major that he’s fight -

John Duus Daily stall photographer
ing a losing battle against Sir Isaac Newton’s time-tested theory,

By Frank Michael Russell
Daily stall writer
"di does a soung
San Jose St,uiu I ins ersit graduate do
after he loses a race tor San Jose City.
Council?
If he’s Michael Faber. 23. former
Associated Students vice president. he
enrolls in law school at the University of
California at Davis.
Faber, an economics major and
College Republican who graduated in
May. ran against incumbent Blanca Alvarado and attorney Tony Estremera in
the 5th District city council race in June.
He Caine in third in the election with
about 10 percent of the vote.
"I didn’t expect to win." he said.
Novo:vet% he added that he was hoping
for more votes.
Faber blamed his kiss on the low
Republican registration in the East San
Jose district and on his age. Young Republicans throughout the state were generally not successful in the June primary
and local elections, he said.
Falser said he couldn’t compete in
raising campaign funds
’With no
inoney. there’s no talking politic:illy.
other than who you meet ivrsonalE.- he
said.
Taber ’limed to Sacramento last
month tie said he doesn’t plan ii mu tor
office again until he finishes 1.IV, school
and gains more political ewers:nee
He said he ClkW4 plans to locus his
attention on his lass studies at
and completion oi a book he ha, hect,
writing on Vietnam
Faber said the project is almost fin
ished. The hook is being edited b% 11011%

Women’s gym
gets face lift
Construction is "by and large.
coniplete on the new facade at the open
east end of the Old Women’s Gym, said
Barbara Pluta. design and construction
manager tor SJSU Facilities Development and Operations.
Cliegwin Construction of San Jose
began work on this project last April and
finished by the middle of summer. The
construction consisted of snatching the
existing face ol the building and creating
a veranda entrance
"We needed to build a closure for
the end to secure the building. ’ Pluta
said. The cost for this construction was
approximately S71 On
ibis lot was left vacant after the Old
Women’s Gym was destroyed by In..
two years ago. The remains were dem
lishert last August after the Campus Planning Committee decided that the building would not be reconstructed.

Only Lemenbrau is brewed in the world’s great beer drinking countries. Brewed in Munich, in England, Sweden,
Canada, Japan, and here in America. Only Lowenbrau, by
license and authority, must use Bavarian Hallertau hops
and be checked for flavor and quality by the brewmasters
of Lowenbrau, Munich. Only Lemenbrau gives you 600
years of Bavarian heritage in one smooth American beer.
THIS WORLD CALLS FOR LOWENBRAU.

This area will eventually be a part
of a pedestrian mall that will he built
around the perimeter of the ReC Center.
But this project will not begin until the
Student Union Recreation and Events
Center is completed sometime in I 981i.
In the meantime, the lot will be
used to store heasy equipment and
materials necessary for the Rix: Center
project.

Reagan’s son
wants to do
talk show
LOS ANGELF.S (API - Michael
Reagan. the last of the presidential progeny to try acting, said he’d like to have
his own television talk show and maybe
"pinch-hit for Johnny Carson."
Reagan. 41, who had a radio talk
show on KABC in Ins Angeles, said he
plays comic relief in a new film. "Cyclone, starring Heather Thomas.
"I’m new. and Tin having fun.’’ he
said last week. " You’ve got to start
somewhere. and I want to he around a
long time from now.
’I enjoy doing KAM’ radio, and
pinch-hitting for Tom Snyder. I would
love to have my own talk show."
Asked if he would like to pinch-hit
for Oprah Winfrey, he replied: "Pinchhit for Johnny Carson! I hear he’s
looking for relief!
"Thc acting is fun, though," said
Reagan. "because I get to assume another character and shake my image" as
the son of the president.
Nut that he’s complaining. "After
all, because of Ronald Reagan. this family is going to live forever," he said.
"It’s nothing but pluses. Hey. I could
have been adopted by Joe Blow down the
street. I feel great!"
Reagan. a former speedboat
salesman, has been racing boats for charity for the last four years, hut acting is
his main focus now. He’s been studying
the craft for a year and a half with drama
coach Rick Walters.
"Now I’ve done (the daytime series) ’(’apitol.’ and then this, CCyclone), and now Sylvester Stallone and I
are talking about "Rambo III," he said

He said he appeared as a truck
driver in Stallone.% "Over the Top."
"I’m also writing a treatment for a
motion picture, and I just finished writing a book on boating with a friend."
Reagan is the third of the president’s three children to try his hand at
acting.
First .was his older sister Maureen
Reagan, 45, who also hosted a KARC
talk show, younger sister Patti Davis,
33, then brother Ron Reagan, 21’,.
4

Michael Faber,
SJS11 graduate
Cress, a freelance writer and remedial
(oo,:g
English
at San Bemadino Valley
"It seems to be coming along quite
well," said Cress, who lives in Loma
1,,
1,.,in,d::,rtist southeast of San Benuidino.
"It looks like it will be a very interesting
Faber described himself as conserinost economic, social and for’Iv
Issues, a result of his ecoiniinics naming. Christian beliefs and
ork vu its V ielnamese refugees, he said.
Ile has been active in Republican
Part% 11.111110. suice he was 17. he said.
Ai age In. he us as elected to the Sonoma
Counts Republican Central Committee,
At 20. he made a run for the 23rd District
state asseinhl% seat hut was unable to
collect enough signatures to qualify.
s

